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magazine is reproduced at Evans
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glossy enamel paper. The insert is 20
pound Carnival Kraft paper.
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Opening Words
Breaking with tradition is a
dangerous thing to attempt in a
society, be it TCU or in any
organization where tradition has
served to form the policy of order.
When TCU's Journalism Department decided to forego the
production of a yearbook due to
expense and general lack of interest,
the decision received many complaints from traditionalists .
This is the second year TCU will not
have a yearbook in the hardcover
form. But that does not mean TCU
will not have a publication to reflect
the events and facets of TCU life .
Image can ser,ve the students,
faculty, and the administration better
than a yearbook. In addition to
providing a useful educational tool
for the Journalism Department, the
magazine offers the campus
population indepth features and
photo essays that the Daily Skiff does
not have the available space to explore.
There is more to the education
process in the college environment
than a summary book of pictures
designed to emphasize the college
year in retrospect.
There are many campus events and
people which warrant a verbal
description to tell the whole story .
Pictures are certainly an element to
achieve that goal , but are not the
total answer 1n producing a
publication.
Image is diversified in its format .
We can cover events such as Howdy

• • •
Week , registration , and Forun
speakers in a yearbook fashion , bu
also include the other aspects of TCI
life- such as features on faculty o
administrators , reviews of goals am
prob Iems formulating Un ive rsil
politics and procedures , and editori,
comment,
which are
usuall
bypassed in the typical yearbook.
We realize a small staff canno
cover everything on campus tha
would appeal to the entire studeo
body . We will try to implement t~
results of the magazine referendun
in devising our format plan.
Our goal is not to be essential!
critical or a glowing edition for tn
University. We will not gloss ovi
facts we believe are essential 1o
effective communication , for unlike
yearbook we are a feature and new
publication .
So before disregarding tn
magazine because it is no substitul
for a yearbook, consider the positiv
aspects of the publication . lmage i
more current than a yearbook, ar
pearing four times within the scho:
year, and will provide a general ir
sight to the real events on campu
rather than just the faces . Our al
tempt will be to bring students am
faculty the stories behind thos1
faces .
- Mary Dudlei
Edito'

Inside . ..
Last May, Student President Bruce
Gibson appeared on television to talk
about the University. Image taped
this interview and is presenting
Gibson 's comments for our readers '
information on page 48.
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Frank D. Maynard seems to have a
strange mystique on the TCU campus. Image freelancer Al Sibello had
an interview with the nebulous Frank
D. Maynard , appearing on page 55.

The University hierarch y is captured by artist Rich Doty in a color
Clog Chart. See page 62 .
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For those of you who were busy
water skiing , traveling , jumping over
canyons , or were just too excited and
busy getting ready for rush , the
United States had a change of
presidents this past summer. There 's
been a great deal written and said
about who, what , when , where , why
and how this all came about and
there are still some unanswered
questions concerning the events .
Only two things are certain : Richard
Nixon is out and Gerald Ford is in .
But it is time , fellow Americans , to
set aside the task of knowing the
truth about Watergate . It is time to
forget about justice , honesty , and
integrity and get down to some im-

portant questions . For instance , jusl
what is R. Milhous Nixon going to do
with all his spare time 7
By Checkers , our ex-presidenl
needs work ! And as long as we're
going to support him (pension-wise),
we might as well find him a job , right1
But it must. of course , be a joi
befitting someone who has held the
high office he has. It can't be just ani
job! He doesn't live in just any house,
does he 7 He doesn't get prosecuteo
like just anybody , does he 7 Of course
not 1 So we must find him an ex
ceptional job . To do this we must use
as our precedent , the post
presidential fates of exceptional TCU
public servants. One need only looi
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into the recent past to see tha t a
former president doesn't have to sit
idly by while the world froli cs on
without him . This can be illustrated
by relating the events following the
departure from office of some out standing presidents : Mike Usnick,
Tom Lowe, Bill Stotesbery, former
student body presidents of TCU.
What , you ask , have these men in
common with Richard Nixon 77 Not
much. But they all s~rved as they saw
fit and ridiculous as it may seem , did
what they thought was right. But the
chief lesson His ex-Presidency should
gain from these former fellow
froggies is that they went on to tasks
befitting their accomplishments and
which continued the high esteem
they enjoyed in office.
Mike Usnick served as president of
T. Christian U. during 1971 and
recuperated before he graduated in
1972. Those who are seniors now
should remember his many contributions. But did he stop at being
president of a small university in Fort
Worth 7 No, of course not. He became
a furniture salesman in a small
furniture store in Kansas City. At last
report he was seen trying to peddle
the House gavel somewhere in West
Missouri.
But this is not the only example of
post graduate presidential successfulness . Usnick's successor, Tom
Lowe , didn't even stop with one
exceptional job. His calculating mind
plotted out an ingenious plan for long
range continued esteem, adoration
and income after he left office and

graduated in '73. First he went to
wor k in a lumberyard. All those times
th at he blew up at people sitting and
leaning on his freshly refinished
House office desks and doors insured
his appreciation and deft handling of
the fine art of loading lumbe r on to
flat bed trucks .
Soon , Lowe , restless young prodigy
that he was , became bored, having
mastered Iumber stacking. Without
hesitation he moved to the Sears
Warehouse where he could expand
his repe rtoi re, whe re his grasp could
exceed his reach , where he could
load all kinds of things onto trucks!
But, unknown to even his fewest
supporters, the greatest was yet to
come.
With his unequaled qualifications
from the lumber yard , the loading
dock , and the presidency of TCU
preceding him , Lowe was able to land
(heh heh) his greatest position of a 11 ,
the job for which the lumber work
and Sears had prepared him: a
steward for American Airlines! Yes,
former president Tom Lowe was
finally truly soaring, aptly able to
offer " coffee, tea or me, " and to
persuade American's advertising
department to use the slogan he had
always dreamed of hearing, "Come
get high with Lowe!"
My favorite example is that of last
year's
House president,
Bill
Stotesbery . Stotesbery refused to
sink into seclusion upon leaving the
presidency in January of 1974 but
elected, rather , to remain in the
public eye while staying slightly
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assume his duties, serve his own
below eye level. He became a shoe
faithful public, and exhibit his much
salesman at Stripling's. But the call
practiced phony cockney accent.
of his alma mater soon screamed into
Unfortunately, the three former
the ear of "saddle oxford Stotes ,"
Frog Presidents have begun to tone
thus causing him to cock his head and
down their exciting and glamorous
cure the crick in his neck at the same
lives since achieving such great posttime As the lc::st angry customer
presidential heights. Both Usnick
pulled his stool out from under him,
and Lowe are in law school now
Bill dashed home to TCU to realize
working on what they feel , it seems
his true calling as a horned frog; and
his fellow students virtually fled out certain , are noble efforts (in their
of their rooms in madcap frenzy over own little way).
And Stotesbery, on a sadder note,
his new position-as a painter in the
is involved in activities which could
Maintenance department.
Now Bill is proud to say that not well be described as of a suspicious
only has he left his mark on student nature, working toward his Ph.D. at
government, but on the Phi Delt UTA. It seems likely that his painting
house, on Foster, on the Snack Bar will be investigated as a possible
ceiling, on countless carpets and cover-up of more debased activities.
So cheer up, Dick. Surely these
mirrors that were left mercilessly in
his wake, and in the eyes of main- examples will give you some ideas for
tenance men everywhere with whom a job that will suit your needs. Maybe
he has engaged in break time debate. a speaking job where you could refer
And the most wonderful thing of all to yourself in third person as often as
is that the TCU line of presidents you like; or something skillful,
shows every sign of continuing this perhaps as a watch repairman where
winning tradition. Our current you could do things at this point in
president. Bruce Gibson of Godley, time; or better yet. in a water
Texas, has already begun preparing purification plant. where you could
for his future, having recently spend all day making everything
progressed from a full -time waiter at perfectly clear. Whatever you do, it is
London House to a standby 1 It is certain to be in the best interests of
truly a spiritual uplift to see a guy like national security and just a real
Gibson, not content with his duties as (executive) privilege to work with
leader of the House of Represen - you .
tatives, standing in anxious anticipation by the kitchen door at
London House in his suspendered
Bermuda shorts and si lky black knee
socks, hungrily waiting for someone
to fall sick or blunder so that he can
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IMAGE PUZZLE
Hidden in the puzzle below are the names of about 70 members of the
faculty , staff , administration and Athletic Department. Names can be found
vertically , horizontally or diagonally in any direction. Each name includes the
person 's last name and first name, common nickname, two initials , or any
combination by which the person is known. For instance , the chancellor might
be found as James M Moudy , James Moudy , J . M. Moudy or Jim Moudy , since
all are in common usage. He would not be called Jimmy Moudy or simply J .
Moudy.
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Image
Calendar
October 21-26

International Student Week.
October 22

Select Series, Prague String
Quartet, Ed Landreth Auditorium,
8:15 p.m.
October 22-27
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TCU play "The Contrast," Scott
Theatre, 8:15 p.m. Sunday, October
27, 3:15 p.m .
October ·24-26

College Debate Tournament,
October 24 at University Christian
Church, October 25 at University
Baptist Church, and October 26 at
the Student Center.
October 26

Graduate Record Examinations,
Center
for
Counseling
and
Psychological Services, 8:15 a.m.
October 27

Sunday Special Film. Two horror
films, "The Cat and the Canary" and
"Dracula," 2:00 p.m., Student Center
Ballroom.
October 28-November 8

Academic Advising for spring.
October 28-29
Select Series, National Marionette
Theatre, "Art of the Puppeteer," Ed
Landreth Auditorium, 8:15 p.m.
October 29

Fort Worth Symphony Orchestra,
Tarrant County Convention Center,
8:15 p.m., ticket prices $3.00 - $6.00.
Phone 738-6509 for reserved seats.
Nove!Jlber 1 & 2

Homecoming Weekend .
November 4

Forums, The Super Cops, 8:00
p.m., Student Center Ballroom.
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November 8

Film , "Visions of Eight, " t he 1972
Olympic Games from Munich, 7:30
p.m., Student Center Ball room .
November 10

Sunday Special Film , " Death in
Venice." Scheduled time, 2:00 p.m.,
Student Center Ballroom.
November 12 & 13

CLEP Exams, Center for Counseling & Psychological Services , 8:15
a.m .
November 15

Last day to withd raw from classes
without permission of t he Dean.
November 15

Film, "The Last of Sheila ," cru ising
the French Riviera with Hollywood
producers and socialites. Showing
begins at 7:30 p.m., Student Center
Ballroom.
November 17

Sunday Special Film, "The Blue
Angel," starring Marlene Dietrich,
2:00 p.m., Student Center Ballroom.
November 21

Film, "A Touch of Class. " Glenda
Jackson won an Academy Award for
her performance, 7:30 p.m. , Student
Center Ballroom.

I

:I

November 27

I

Thanksgiving recess begins at 10:00
p.m. Classes resume at 8:00 a.m.
Monday, December 2.

'

December 3-8

TCU play, "Elizabeth the Queen,"
University Theatre.
December 3

Forums: Sakokwenonkwas (Tom
Porter) on Indian Rights, 8:00 p.m.,
Student Center Ballroom.
December 8

Sunday Special Film, "Jules and
Jim," love triangle, 2:00 p.m.,
Student Center Ballroom.
December 9-13

Review week.
December 9

Select Series, "Henry IV, Part 1,"
Ed Landreth Auditorium, 8:15 p.m .

\
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Football Schedule
September 14, Saturday- UT Arlington (Here) 7:30 p.m.
September 21 , Saturday-Arizona State (There 7:30 p.m.
September 28, Saturday October 5, Saturday -

Minnesota (There) 1:30 p.m.

Arkansas (Here) 7:30 p.m.

October 12, Saturday -

SMU (Here) 7:30 p.m.

October 19, Saturday- Texas A&M (There) 1:30 p.m.
October 26, Saturday November 2, Saturday -

Alabama (There) 1:30 p.m.
Baylor (~ere) 2:00 p.m.

November 9, Saturday- Texas Tech (There) 2:00 p.m.
November 16, Saturday -

Texas (Here) 2:00 p.m.

November 23, Saturday -

Rice (There) 2:00 p.m.

Soccer Schedule
All home games begin at 2:00 p.m. in Forest Park.
September 21, Saturday -

Texas -Tech (There)

September 28, Saturday -

Dallas Baptist (Here)

October 5, Saturday -

Midwestern (Here)

October 12, Saturday -

U.T.A. (There)

October 19, Saturday -

North Texas State (Here)

October 26, Saturday -

Dallas Baptist (There)

November 3, Sunday -

Texas Tech (There)

November 16, Saturday -

U.T.A. (Here)

November 23, Saturday -

Midwestern (There)
11

Letter to the Editor

I

Towards the end of the 1974 spring
semester I was approached by Mary
Dudley, editor-elect of Image, and
asked if I would be one of her
associate editors for the '74-'75 school
year. After checking with Doug
Newsom, Image advisor; the
graduate school and Logan Ware; I
determined that yes , I could apply
the three-quarters tuition scholarship to graduate studies in English.
The whole matter was finalized and
Ms. Newsom sent a letter to Mr.
Ware confirming my position.
At the end of July, Ms. Dudley
informed me that Lewis C. Fay,
chairman of the journalism department, feeling pressed by budgetary
problems, had cut the funds for my
position. Not being a member of the
rich set, nouveau or otherwise, this
meant I could no longer attend
graduate school at TCU unless I could
find some other scholarship money.
At this point I checked with anyone
I could thir:,k of who could help me.
They included: Mr. Fay; Ms.
Newsom; Graduate Dean Frank
Reuter; Dr. Jim Corder, English
Department chairman who was able
to get me six hours of scholarship
which were appreciated but not
enough; and Bob Stanley who contacted Dean William Wiebenga for
me . My employer at the time, Jim
Buster of the United Way, also tried
to secure a scholarship for me
through people he knew at TCU.
All this activity yielded some
pleasant and some not-so-pleasant
conversations, but in the end, no way
for me to continue to go to TCU. A few
weeks later, 'Steve Buttry, associate
editor on the Daily Skiff was also
informed he would not be paid for his
Daily Skiff position. Before accepting

I
I

'jl
I
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this position last spring, he had
specifically asked about and been
assured that the money was there for
this position.
On Monday, Sept. 16, I met three
times with Dean Wiebenga . What
came out of these meetings should be
of interest to TCU students doing
business with the University. Dean
Wiebenga said he could not defend
what had happened to me from the
aspect of my accepting a position in
good faith , making plans accordingly,
not requiring a formal contract
because one had never been
required before and then being told
at the last moment that my job was
gone. Dean Wiebenga has assured
me that this will never happen to a
TCU student again.
Dean Wiebenga has promised me
that by the spring semester he will
have instituted a new policy whereby
no student will be appointed to a paid
position of the Daily Skiff or Image
type without the chairman 1) first
determining that he has the money in
his budget for the position and
2) then sending a letter to the
student confirming his position and
accompanying funds. If there are no
conditions placed on the funds then
the letter shall be held as an unbreakable contract.
According to Dean Wiebenga,
never again will a student. have to
drop out of school because the funds
he or she has every right to count on
from the University, were withdrawn
at the last minute.
As long as he has it in writing from
the chairman of the department
involved that is.
Sincerely,
Margaret Downing

Dr. Farrar Reaches Out Beyond

the TCU Community
By Steve Buttry
"I'm a people person ," says Dr .
James Farrar, associate professor of
religion.
Revealing the key to his constant
willingness to help others, Dr . Farrar
said, "I really feel human life is
precious and should not be wasted."
Dr. Farrar teaches four classes in
the Religion Department and takes
an active interest in his students, and
within the University, he is involved
in the TCU Today program and is a
member of the Faculty Senate, as
well as occasionally participating
in some other campus activities. His
involvement with other people
doesn't end on campus .
Dr. Farrar is a frequent visitor to
Fort Worth's Federal Correctional
Institute (FCI). where he leads a
"growth group" every Saturday and
spends many hours working with
individual prisoners and helping
them solve their problems and
achieve personal growth.
He also leads an adult study
"nurture" group in his church and
has led several social action
movements in which the church has
become involved .
A student of transactional analysis
(TA), Dr. Farrar is co-leader of a TA
treatment group that meets every
Tuesday . He has travelled to TA
seminars and has also attended
several national conferences in
corrections and criminal justice.
Before coming to TCU, Dr. Farrar
was a Disciples of Christ minister,
serving as pastor of three Texas
churches. He came here as minister
to the University, but eventually
became a full-time faculty member.
Somewhere in Dr. Farrar's transition from a Disciples of Christ
pastor to a Presbyterian layman he
experienced disaffection with the
13

institutional church as he had been
involved with it. "I got discouraged at
the effort it took to work within the
church to get anything done," explained Dr. Farrar.
"I didn't find anything in the
education program of the church that
fed and nurtured my family," he said
of one of the churches that didn't
satisfy his desires. Following the
death of Martin Luther King, the
church of which Dr. Farrar was a
member established a committee to
deal with the church's role in society.
"The committee was supposed to
do something," said Dr. Farrar, who
was asked to become a member of
the committee a year later. "I asked
them what they had done in that
year, what was different in Fort
Worth because of this group's
existence. I found they couldn't name
anything. It was just a talk group and
I wanted action ."
Dr. Farrar finally found his action
in St. Francis Presbyterian Church,
where he is now a member. St.

Francis had the two things he finds
most important in his Christian
growth and service-"Social action
and interpersonal growth and enrichment."
Dr. Farrar and his fellow church
members at St. Francis soon made
their mark on Fort Worth. Before
they started, the Tarrant County
children 's home was not integrated.
There were no written standards in
the county for foster home care,
leading to discrimination and poor
care of children. Fort Worth was the
largest metropolitan area without a
state welfare unit. There was no
juvenile detention home and Fort
Worth had no half-way house for
juvenile girls. Care and treatment of
juvenile delinquents was very
inadequate, according to Dr. Farrar .
Using hard work, persistence and a
little power politics, he led several
church members in a crusade that
changed the situation significantly.
They got the " runaround" when
they tried to find out why the county

children's home wasn 't integratea
Dr. Fa rrar said . Gathering publiI
support , printing fact sheets abow
the deplorable situat ion and ju~
sticking by thei r guns, the member.
of the group achieved the integratior
of the fac ility. They secured a welfari
unit for Fort Worth and got th1
juvenile detention home built afte
Dr. Farrar appeared at a city counci
meeting to argue for the cause.
A half-way house was est ablishei
for juvenile girls, despite resistan~
from residents in the area where thi
house was to be built. " They wante:
a half-way house, but they wanted i
on the other side of town , in someoni
else's neighborhood ," Dr. Farra
explained .
Recalling the opposition he faced ir
confronting officials with thr
inadequacies in the systems, Dr
Farrar said, "The first charge whe1
we informed them that they weren'
doing their jobs was that we wen
'uninformed do-gooders. ' "
Countering with printed sheets i
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"irrefutable facts that they couldn 't
deny," Dr. Farrar and the other
church members brought pressure to
bear on public officials and got the
job done. Part of his reward was
crank calls "all night long" and letters criticizing him, but a more important reward was the satisfaction
of seeing the changes in child care
facilities and the elimination of many
inequities .
Dr. Farrar didn't let the criticism
bother him. "I want to communicate
with a person who's willing to hear
what I've got to say," he said, "but I
won't beat my head against the wall
trying to change people's minds . I'm
not an idealist. The end of idealism is
despair and cynicism. I anticipate
opposition, because most people are
going to react according to their self
interests."
More of Dr. Farrar's energies
recently have been spent at FCI ,
learning about corrections and
relating to the prisoners there. He
estimates that he has worked on an
individual basis with about 150 inmates in the three years he has been
involved with the FCI program. The
changes he has seen in people have
been unbelievable, he says.
He has seen significant progress in
the personal growth of about 20 inmates, he figures. Dr. Farrar admitted that might not sound like an
impressive percentage, but said, "Of
my friends outside prison, I doubt if
many more have made basic and
needy changes in themselves and
their lifestyles, which is what these
people are doing. Really, we're all
engaged in the business of enrichment of ourselves, so I would say my
friends from FCI have improved
themselves as much as those outside
prison."
One of the more notable cases is
that of poet B. F. Maiz, who has
received considerable publicity for
his achievements. Maiz is a former
drug addict who is now being booked
by a national agent to go on tour
speaking and performing - with his
poetry.
Another former prisoner, Bill
Edwards, corrected his personal
problems and is a cer,tified TA

teacher. He travels all over the
country teaching TA, which is a
theory of personality, communication
and counseling. Ironically, one group
which he taught was composed of
police sergeants . He has also been
invited to teach a workshop at the
academy of the FBI.
Dr. Farrar readily admits that he
and others who work with prisoners
can't perform miracles. "The decision
(to face and tackle their problems)
has to be theirs," he said. "If

everybody listened to advice, there
wouldn't be any problems . A person
can only deal with his problems when
he decides he has to change.
Sometimes you have to confront a
person and that helps him decide,
but it's a !ways his decision."
The basic goal of Dr. Farrar's work
is to help prisoners work with
themselves. One of the problems is
"how to give them the opportunity to
become the kind of people you would
want to live on your block."
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"We should help a prisoner find what
he wants and teach him how that can
be done within society."

His work with prisoners has led Dr .
Farrar to state and national conferences in Dallas, Austin and Richmond , Va . Naturally, all this exposure
to the problem has helped him come
up with his own ideas on how to run
prisons and how to improve the
prison system .
"First, I think you should get out
the people who don't need to be
there," he explained. These people
should not all be let out at once, Dr.
Farrar said, but at a reasonable pace.
"Some of them who don't need to be
there still need to do more work on
themselves," he said.
Dr . Farrar is not one who thinks all
prison doors should be thrown open
and that no one belongs in prison.
"There are some people who have
just got to be confined," he said.
"Some people are a menace to
themselves and society, and they
belong in prison."
Explaining how it would be decided
who should be released, Dr . Farrar
explained that it should not be
decided by the nature of the crime for
which a prisoner had been convicted.
If Dr. Farrar had his way, evaluation
teams would be set up to deal with
prisoners and decide if they were
ready to be released.
These teams would include fellow
inmates, to keep the prisoners
honest and spot who is insincere. "A
knowledgeable prisoner recognizes
gaming when he sees it," explained
Dr. Farrar . "He could confront the
prisoner in a way the staff cannot."
Explaining what he sees as the role
of a prison , Dr. Farrar said, "The
object is not to keep a prisoner there
or simply to get him out. We should
help a prisoner find what he wants
and teach him how that can be done
within society. Then we need to teach
him the skills he needs to do it."
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Of course , many prisoners return
to prisons or never show any improvement while they are in prison .
" Largely , that's because they refuse
to work with themselves ," said Dr.
Farrar.
If he were made warden of a prison
and given authority to make and run
it the way he wished , Dr. Farrar
would locate the prison in a city,
where prisoners would have access
to jobs and various types of
educational institutions.
He would assemble a staff that was
"sold on preparing these people to be
the type of people they would want
living in their neighborhood ."
The prison would be coeducational
and prisoners would be given
furloughs . By allowing prisoners to
visit their families and live in the
outside world for periods of time, Dr.
Farrar said he could "give them the
opportunity to prove to themselves
that they can make it."
If a prisoner does something wrong
while he's on a furlough, the prison
would still have a hold on him. "We
could bring him back and say 'You
messed up.' Then we could help him
work with himself some more and
help him try again." said Dr. Farrar .
Reacting to common criticisms of
the penal system, he said some
people see the conditions at places
like FCI as "coddling" the prisoners.
Dr. Farrar doesn't see it that way .
"If someone has the right to turn
off my lights, tell me when to get up ,
when to go to bed and when to eat, I
would find that most oppressive,
even if it was in my own home. I
would have lost a freedom I prize,"
he said . "To deprive someone of
freedom is punishment."
Before the prisoners came to Dr .
Farrar's prison, he would train the
staff and help treat the staffers. "We
would have to work on our own hangups."
Most of the prisoners would come
from maximum security prisons. Dr.
Farrar said he would want to work
with people who "know what it
means to be really locked up."
With all his other sources of excitement, one might wonder why Dr.
Farrar finds teaching worthwhile. "I

regard it as another fo rm of enricl
ment of human life," said Dr . FarraI
Some of the rewa rds of teachinI
he said, come when he has a studeI
who "couldn't care less abol
religion , but discovers that it I
something wo rth his time and effort
Other rewards come when
student becomes fascinated i
something he had never considere(
Dr. Farrar said he finds it satisfyin
to " see a student open somethin
up."
" I find many students who believ
their life is based on perfect religioi
beliefs, but they have very little ir
terest in examination of that religioi
They don't like to examine it; the
just touch it at times ."
The " variety of lifestyles" presei
at TCU is one of the features 01
Farrar likes about the University "
like the fact that I can have persom
contact with students," he said.
The school's size , his teachin
assignments and his worki n
relationships with other facull
members are other things Dr . Fam
likes here.
One fault he thinks has plagued tn
University Is that it was "to
provincial" in the past. He thinks th,
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is changing. When he spoke with \11
TCU Today program last spring, D
Farrar said he sees six major featuri
of the University-informalit!
openness, warmth, stability, qui~
ism and conservatism.
Dr. Farrar said the first thn
features are definitely positii
qualities, but that the other thrt
have negative aspects .
Stability, he said, "can be positivt
but I believe it makes change too loi
in coming."
As far as quietism goes, Dr. Fam
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was "delighted we haven't had any
burning or occupation of my office by
angry students," but, he countered ,
" The ultimate of quietism is death.
That's why I found streaking to be an
amusing and welcome change."
"There are those things I want to
conserve," said Dr. Farrar, but he
added that TCU's conservatism has
led to the attitude that the University
can act as a parent to students .
" I like the direction we're moving, "
Dr. Farrar said . He sees this direction as one toward "l ess parenting,
more tolerance of diversity in lifestyle
and more collaboration among
faculty,
students
and
ad ministrators ."
Dr. Farrar's future is uncerta in ,
but he wants to do more writing
about his ideas and experiences . " It's
been difficult to find the time with so
much excitement and stimulation ,"
he sa id.
With everything else going on, Dr .
Farrar still finds time to maintain his
reputat ion on the tennis courts. For
the second year in a row, he and Dr.
Spencer Wertz , assistant professor of
philosophy, won the men's doubles
tournament 1n Ridglea Country
Club's Labor Day tennis tourn ament.
His 50th birthday had passed that
weekend, and about 65 friends threw
a surprise party for Dr. Farrar at the
country club. Among the gag gifts he
got were a cane and a hairpiece to
cover his bald head.
"I'm kind of a champion of the
underdog," he said rather proud ly
when talking about some of his other
accomplishments . Then he realized
that the statement sounded
melodramatic, so he amended the
statement , saying, " I've always been
sympath etic with those who are
vulnerab le.
" I always get mixed up in un popu lar causes. People get plenty of
help with popu lar causes. Everyone
Jumps on th e bandwagon . I li ke to
!ook around for people who need a
litt le more help. "
Somehow it 's not surpris ing that
such a man sti ll plays a mean game of
t enni s when he's pa st 50 and looks
more like Joe Garagiola than J immy
Connors .

)
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Steinem Retrospect
Gloria's Goals Bite the Dust
•

Stockyard City

While Jane Fonda never made it to
the TCU campus because of the
speaker policy TCU does or does not
have , one speaker was allowed on
campus who in her own right is as
radical as they come. Gloria Steinem
spoke to a largely female audience in
March of 1971 explaining the aims of
the women's lib movement as well as
techniques for achieving these aims.
While her speech was at times
philosophical, she also made specific
suggestions for the women's
movement at TCU. IMAGE is
reprinting her ideas for change at
TCU as a reminder and a benchmark
for comparison with current policies
and practices.
After Ms. Steinem had finished she
responded to the considerable applause by saying "thank you thank
you, now to make this applause real
after I go, there has to be a lot of
trouble."
Ms . Steinem made 11 suggestions,
enumerated below. Some things have
changed at TCU since Ms. Steinem
spoke here but most have not. There
are some women's studies classes.
Parietal rules are gone except for
freshmen women who wish to
maintain their curfew . The health
center has improved care for women .
Achieving
Ms.
Steinem's
suggestions for change would require
following her strategy . However, it
seems the TCU community is either
satisfied with the way things are or
are not willing to take the "trouble"
necessary to achieve her goals .

1. Institute a women's studies
program .
"They can agitate for women's
studies and collate with blacks or
other minorities and agitate for
those study programs as well."
2. Offer a women's studies section
in the library.
3. Instigate change in courses which
are biased.
" They can review existing courses
for examples of racism and sexism
in the professors' heads and in
the textbooks alike and bring
them to the attention of the
administration which may or may
not do any good. However, the
students on some campuses are
then free to boycott those classes ,
demonstrate
outside
the
professors' houses or otherwise
make life difficult."
4. Establish a day care center.
" It's child care facilities on
campus for everybody, not just
the kids of faculty and students.
I'm sure that this campus is like
everywhere with the terribly
underpaid people who work in the
cafeteria and on the grounds . It
has to be for everybody's kids. It's
better for the kids. Not only that
but you get it sooner because if
you can call a strike in the
cafeteria
and in the English
department it works better."
5. See that HEW regulations are
enforced and carried out.
"The HEW regulations on no
discrimination by race or sex in

'The Bill of Rights is an empty
promise unless you can enforce it."

hiring and promotion and so on
can be enforced because I understand that this campus had
federal money coming to it. That
would have to be sacrificed if
HEW ruled against them."
6. Assist minority students.
"It's getting scholarships and
more entrance for minority
students because all these things
have to be done as coalitions."
7. Omit parietal rules at the
University level.
"It's getting rid of parietal rules.
Now that's often regarded as a
not serious issue. Well, it's a very
serious issue because what it
means is that a women's identity
is being taken as totally sexual. As
Florence Kennedy says it's the
'Every-Woman-A-Whore-Syndrome, EWAW. ' If you ' re out at
night you can't possibly be having
a pizza or going to a movie. No,
no, we know what you are doing.
That women here still have rules
different from men is obviously
ridiculous. You're old enough to
vote for the president, you're
grown-ups , you're adults, you're
able to govern your own lives."
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8. Offer co-ed living options.
" If there are men and women who
don 't want to live in int egrated
dorms that 's fine. It should be a
matter of choice , but it should be
your choice. We we re think ing at
dinner about a sleep out. Enough
people have to do it. You could
maybe just change dorms . All the
women could sleep in the men's
dorms and all the men cou ld sleep
in the women's dorms . It works at
Oklahoma."
9. Provide health services for
women .
" It's having a gynecologist at the
health center for women. You
have to pay for this service and
yet there's no attention gi ven to
women 's health needs . Obviously
there should be birth control and
abortion counseling. "
10. Establish
faculty / student
coalition.
" It's working with the faculty who
are discriminated aga inst. You've
got to have a coalition here or it's
just not going to work. "
11. Investigate a possible tuition
strike.
" The Bi ll of Student Rights is an
empty promise unless you can
enforce it. You are the customers ,
the University can 't run without
you , how about a little tuition
strike. That works in some
universities. Just enough people
withhold 60 percent of their
tuition . The runnin g of this
University depends on your
tuition check."

Fall Traditions Initiate New Semester
Photo Essay by Michael Gerst
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Forecast for Women's Athletics-

The Present
is Bright,
but the Future
is Clou

An interpretive story
by Steve Buttry

,

Women's athletics has become part
of the Athletic Department's varsity
program, and seven women's sports
have received a budget which
probably exceeds all the money the
University has ever spent on
women's intercollegiate sports.
Six women's sports which were
formerly operated as extramurals
have been upgraded to varsity
status. Women's riflery has also been

included in the change. Its status will
be different, since the rest of the rifle
team is still part of extramurals and
the women don't usually compete
separately.
Women's swimming, gymnastics,
tennis, basketball, track, golf and
riflery will divide a budget of $18,422.
"It's like going from rags to riches,"
said Carolyn Dixon, gymnastics
coach . But the amount still does not

compare with the men's athletic
budget, which last year exceeded $1.6
million.
Last year riflery got $1200 and other
women's sports divided $1700, which
was the most they had ever been
funded. Coaches received no pay and
athletes bought their own uniforms
and warm-up suits.
That has been changed, partly due
to new federal guidelines issued by
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the Department of Health, Education
and Welfare (HEW) interpreting Title
Nine of the Education Act of 1972 . The
guidelines could become law in
January.
The HEW guidelines and how they
are enforced , available funds and
student interest are the three critical
factors in the future of women 's
intercollegiate athletics.
The nationwide revolution in
women's athletics could have
profound effects on the entire men 's
athletic system. Women's athletics
could, in time grow on its own to the
size and scope of men 's athletics .
A widely feared possibility is that
sudden and forced growth in
women 's athletics could harm both
programs , tangling them in a mass of
red tape.
The immediate future, though ,
offers the largest opportunity
women 's athletics has ever faced .
Traditional thinking that it was
strange or unfeminine for wom~n to
participate actively 1n sports
prevailed until recently.
In the 40's and 50's , women 's intercollegiate sports here involved
" playdays" with intramural cham pions from other colleges. In the early
60 's, swimming , bowling and badminton began to emerge siowly as
intercollegiate sports, but bowling
and badminton soon faded .
The swim team has been competing for 10 years and last year it
went to the national championships
and produced an All-American .
Women's tennis has been around
for three years , meeting with
moderate success . About 30 girls
were on the team last year . Golf ,
basketball and track have all been
struggling.
The rifle team has received
national acclaim and produced a twotime All-American.
Gymnastics is entering its eighth
year here and its slow but marked
growth has perhaps been typical of
women's athletics
here
and
throughout the nation .
Ms. Dixon has coached the team
since she formed it by recruiting a girl
from one of her PE classes. For the
first four years , the team had no
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budget. If it had to tra vel , Ms. Dixon
bought the gas and athletes took
along sack lunches and returned to
campus in time for supper .
In 1971 , the team was budgeted
$50 . That was also the first year it
held its own invitational tournament.
Charging admission and selling
brownies , the team managed to pay
for the invitational and used the $50
to go to Texas ' first state meet.
In 1972 , the budget was raised to
$200 and last year t he gymnasts had
$500. The money was used to pay for
gas , entry fees , lodging at the state
meet and a few incidental expenses ,
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but the gymnasts stil l had to pay fo
their own food and buy their owI
warm-up su its.
Despite the problems, the tear
has finished second or third in ti
state meet all three years . The mef
d raws 18 to 20 teams , Ms . Dixon sait
About 10 girls have been on the tear
each of the last few years . The tear
might have folded this year if ti
extra money had not come .
The problems were simil,
throughout the program . A repoI
from the Institutional Studies offi1
states , "The women's swimmir
team received no funds for lodgir
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Carolyn Dixon helps a gymnast learn a flip.
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) pay fo
and on one occasion slept in a hand1eir ow1
bal l court. Both the swimming and
tennis teams have relied on
he tear
donations from parents and on their
d in tn
team members to purchase uniforms,
fhe rnei
warm-up suits and to allow limited
xon sait
travel for competition ."
the tear
Besides being pushed aside to the
fhe tear
ext ramural leve l, women 's athletics
3 r if tn
co uldn't even get a fair shake there.
Men's extramura ls got $1700 last
sirnil,
yea r, which is the same amount
A repo1
wo men's extramurals received.
ies offit
However, soccer and powerlift ing
:wimmir
were t he on ly two sports that had to
r lodgir
draw from the men's extram urals
fun d . Basket ba ll, volleyba ll , trac k,
t ennis, golf , sw imming and gymnast ics divided th e women's share.
Mor e st ud ents part ici pat ed i n
women 's ext ramurals th an in men 's.
Rifle ry recei ved $1200, an d the
othe r coed team s split t he rest of the
$6000 extram ural budget.
"I don 't th ink t he re is any question
t hat women's sports have bee n
neglected ," sai d Dr . Kenn eth
Herr ick, new chai rman of t he In te rcollegiate Ath letics Comm ittee . No
one would argue that point now , but
litt le was be ing done to remedy the
situation .
That was before Titl e Nine . It
states , "No pe rson in the United
States shall , on the basis of sex , be
excluded from participation in , be
den ied the benefits of , or be subjected to discri mination under any
education prog r am or activity
receiving
Federal
f i nancial
assistance ."
Most colleges across the country
receive Federal f inancial ass istance .
TCU gets approximately $1.5 million
f rom the government.
In the light of the women's
liberation movement and changes
taking place in all realms of life , the
changes probably would have occu rred in time without Title Nine.
According to Dr . W. Earl Waldrop,
senior vice chancellor, who oversees
the Athletic Department, the
changes in women's athletics were
" already happening on a small
scale ." The emergence on the scene
of Title Nine and its economic threat

merely accelerated an ongoing
process .
HEW is the federal agency charged
with enforcing Title Nine. HEW has
been slow in taking action , but it
indicated that it would soon demand
that equal opportunity be given to
women in the area of intercollegiate
athletics .
There was some talk of requiring
schools to spend equal amounts of
money on women's sports as were
spent on men's sports . Since the
women's budget here was about one
thousandth of the amount spent on
men 's sports, that was a big threat.
A feeling swept through most of the

nation's colleges that the way to
avoid strict HEW interpretation and
action was to initiate steps toward
building a comparable program.
The thinking was that this would
show good faith and the HEW would
allow the programs to grow on their
own . "All schools have gotten on the
bandwagon," said Janet Murphy,
who is supervising the new program
at TCU.
The University acted quite swiftly
in instituting the changes . In
January, Dr. Waldrop had the Institutional Studies office examine the
situation and make a report. It was
published in April, entitled "Athletic
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Opportunity for Women at TCU."
Independently of Dr. Waldrop, Dr .
Ronald Flowers, last year's chairman
of the Intercollegiate Athletics
Committee, appointed an ad hoc
subcommittee
to
investigate
women's athletics. When the committee met, it discovered the report
had been done, which aided greatly
in their fact-finding process.
It was clear that something had to
be done and the report stated, "The
University must strive to improve the
opportunity for athletic competition
for women."
With HEW looming in the

background , the committee met
three times over the summer just to
~ather facts and examine the
;ituation. A subcommittee was appointed to draft a proposal.
According to Dr. Flowers , the
subcommittee just "tried to compute
a workable budget." Execution of the
program was to be left to the administration.
The committee moved with
amazing swiftness and proposed to
Chancellor James M. Moudy that six
sports (riflery wasn't included in the
original recommendation) be made
varsity sports for this year with the

,..-~--- -----._- . . --.i_.~ ,-..;_~-::

$17 ,422 budget.
The proposal was approved by thi
Chancellor and the sports were
placed in the Athletic Department
Ms. Murphy volunteered to heli
direct the program during thi
transition , and is an unofficia
women 's athletic director.
According to Dr . Waldrop, thi
money for the women 's sports wil
come from the general Universiti
fund this year, not from the athleti1
budget, which had already beer
approved .
A major share of the credit for th1
swift move must go to HEW. "Their
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thrust caused everybody to become
conscious of the problem," said Abe
Martin, athletic director. The committee has also received credit.
" They did a fantastic job ," said Ms .
Dixon , commend ing the members for
their speed and the workable
proposal.
Dr. Waldrop decided the rifle team
should be added since it has attracted attention for the University
and performed well nationally. The
committee agreed with him, and
$1000 was allotted to the women's
rifle team .
Coed and men's riflery will remain
under extramurals and will probably
have last year's budget increased .
Although women 's riflery is a varsity
program, the team doesn't usually
compete as three units, so the
program will not change much, according to Don Mills, Director of
University Programs and Services,
who supervises extramurals .
The other six teams will spend the
rest of the budget as.follows: $10,122
for meals, gas, lodging, entry fees,
uniforms, equipment and association
dues; of that, gymnastics get $2346;
swimming, $2321; tennis, $2106;
track, $1698; basketball, $835; and
golf, $591. The remainder will pay
dues in state, regional and national
athletic associations.
Of the rest, $5800 will be used to
pay coaches and $1500 will be
reserved to pay expenses of any
team(s) which win(s) an invitation to
a national tournament.
Although the varsity women ' s
sports will get most of the publicity
and money, extramurals might get a
larger budget . Even if the budget
remains the same, each team 's
allocation will probably be larger,
since fewer teams are dividing the
money.
Archery , fencing, badminton,
volleyball and judo will probably
receive more money, strengthening
women's athletics even more.
Women 's intramurals is expected
to have at least as big a program as it
has had in the past. Billie Sue Anderson, director of intramurals, said
some new intramural events might
be started.

Ms. Dixon will continue to coach
the gymnastics team, but now she
gets paid . Rufe Brewton, who
coaches the men's swim team , will
also handle coaching chores for the
women 's swim team.
John Popell, captain of last year's
varsity tennis team, will coach the
women's tenn is team. Larry McBryde
will coach women's track. Last year,
he assisted Guy Shaw Thompson,
coach of the men's track team .
The golf coach will be Fran Martell ,
who is a veteran of the professional
tour. Presently the teaching pro at
Carswell Air Force Base, she was
Michigan's top amateur before she
turned pro in 1964.
Dr. Bob · Frye, assistant professor
of English, will coach basketball. "I
approach it with enthusiasm unbounded," said Dr. Frye of the task
he faces . His attitude perhaps
typifies the whole revolution.
Dr. Frye was co-captain of his
basketball team at Wayland College
in 1961, his senior year. At Wayland,
the team was overshadowed by a
women 's team which was one of the
pioneers . Wayland ' s women's
basketball team once won 133 games
in a row. Harley Redin, who retired
last year as coach of the team, is
recognized as the dean of women's
collegiate basketba 11 coaches .
Dr. Frye's main reason for going
into coaching and his main
qualification is "I love the game
myself." He has talked to Redin and
other women's basketball coaches
and feels he can handle the job.
"I don't claim to be highly qualified,
but I do have considerable confidence," he said. Dr . Frye said he is
"solid in the fundamentalsdribbling, shooting, passing, and
defense. I think we can win some ball
games ."
Dr. Frye disdains "win at all costs"
coaching, though. "My key goal is to
share with the women the enjoyment
of the game."
The coaches aren't all old hands at
women's athletics, and they don't
require that athletes be experienced
or have proven tale'nt. "I'll take
anyone who will stick with it," said
Ms. Dixon.

Gymnastics has competition on
beginning, intermediate and advanced levels, so girls with no experience can have a chance to
compete.
The gymnastics team, which works
out September through April, has
already felt the impact of the
changes. Nine of thirteen girls who
showed up on the first day were new
to the program, and several indicated
that the upgrading of the program
was a factor in their decisions to
participate.
Most teams have had meetings
and some are working out, though
most competition isn 't until next
semester. For some of the teams, the
money will mean they can travel more
often and farther. It will mean they
can stay overnight when they travel
out of the area .
Athletes won't have to buy
uniforms and warm-ups themselves,
and they can eat out when they go on
the road .
Compared to the scale of men's
athletics, the money is piecemeal and
the luxuries are things men have
taken for granted for years. "But

Dr. Bob Frye
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we're making a start," said Dr.
Herrick. There is no question that the
first step has been taken and it is a
most significant one.
Where will the next steps take the
program? No one knows for sure.
One factor that will decide how fast
the program grows is interest. If
many women participate or show
interest in participating, the program
will grow by itself. If few seem to care
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or if numbers don't grow, it will be
difficult to continue the program's
development.
Most of the people involved are
sure the program as a whole will
attract interest. "It will grow,"
assured Martin. "There will be interest. People like to play ."
"More girls are going to be going
out for sports," said Ms. Dixon. Dr.
Frye said, "I think women's

basketball is going to start booming.
can't see anything but good to comr
of this ."
Of course, some sports, par
ticularly golf and track, which haven'·
attracted many women in the past
may still flounder while the othi
sports boom. The seven sports well
selected for this year only, and coulr
be changed in the future .
Dr. Herrick said if the budgt
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grows, and he thinks it will triple in
the next three years, the University
might "try a wider range of sports ."
Such varsity sports as volleyball.
softball, soccer and archery could
appear on the scene "if a fair number
of women would like to compete and
would avail themselves of the opportunity if it was available," according to Dr. Herrick.
Anne Rodgers, a senior gymnast,
cautioned against " spreading the
money too thin," saying she would
prefer to see existing programs built
up, rather than "lots of little
programs ."
Though interest is a key factor, the
two important ones are money and
HEW. Interest is predictable. Almost
everyone believes there will be interest. No one is sure about money
and HEW.
"Money is as scarce as hen's teeth
around here," said Dr. Flowers. He
added, "The key issue in this is
finances," which sums up part of one
problem. The program needs money
to grow. Money is scarce. It is
doubtful that any of the sports will
generate large amounts of money
very fast.
That would pose enough of a
problem without HEW, but HEW is
definitely in the picture. Proposed
HEW guidelines are vague enough
that no one is sure how they will be
enforced. Also, no one is sure if they
will be changed .
The proposed guidelines state,
"Nothing in this section shall be
interpreted to require equal
aggregate expenditures for athletics
for members of each sex." The
guidelines do, however, make it clear
that equal opportunities should be
given members of each sex.
The question plaguing athletic
administrators,
though, is how do
ming.
) com1 you give equal opportunity without
almost equivalent expenditures? You
, par don't. And, if you have to spend as
,aven'· much money as is being spent on
e pasl men's athletics, where does it come,
from?
I 0th~
Perhaps in the long run, women 's
:s well
d coulr athletics will generate enough interest that it could be self budgi supporting. This is not totally

unrealistic. At some professional
tennis tournaments , women ' s
matches outd raw the men. In Iowa ,
where gi r ls' high school athletics
have long been established, the girls
state basketball tournament consistently outdraws the boys.
However, it is unrealistic to think
anything like that will happen here on
a large scale in the near future. The
gymnastics invitational and an occasional basketball game or swim
meet could bring in a little money but
not enough to support a growing
program , at least not yet.
The National Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA) is attempting to
get HEW to make a distinction between men's revenue sports (football
and basketball) and non-revenue
sports (everything else).
At most universities, football and
basketball
are
profit -making
businesses . The other sports live off
the two big ones, with a few exceptions .
Here, basketball pays for about 65
to 70 percent of its expenses, according to Dr. Waldrop. Football pays
for itself, makes up the basketball
deficit and pays for most of the nonrevenue sports. Even this, however,
is not enough. In 1967-73, the Athletic
Department accumulated a deficit of

$815,207.
Unless another source of money
can be found , the money will have to
come from the Athletic Department.
If the NCAA succeeds in separating
basketball and football from nonrevenue sports, they would be
allowed to keep most of the money
they made.
Men's non-revenue sports and
women's sports probably would then
be put on an almost equal footing. "I
see a drastic cutback in non-revenue
sports," said Dr. Herrick.
"We can't continue to justify
spending $300,000 to $400,000 a
year on men's non-revenue sports
unless we spend as much on women."
What would probably happen is
that men's and women's non-revenue
sports would split the money the men
now get, which could mean the end of
scholarships in men's non-revenue
sports.

Explaining that men 's track gets
about ten scholarships every year
and women 's track gets none, while
neither sport brings in any money,
Dr. Herrick said, "I don 't want to
defend that position ."
"We'll have to cut some of the
horrendous expense in men ' s
sports ," said Dr. Flowers , echoing
the feeling that the only source for
the needed money is men's sports .
He said , however, that the issue of
separating revenue and non-revenue
sports is " crucial."
If the football program 's budget is
cut drastically, undoubtedly causing
revenues to drop , " The whole
program would go down the drain,"
according to Dr. Flowers . " Football
supports everything."
There is little question that all
athletics would be drastically shaken
up if the football program is cut to the
point that it can't keep bringing in
money . " It would put us out of
business ," said Dr. Waldrop . "If they
enforced equality now, we'd be
dead."
"I don't want to be equalized ," said
Ms. Dixon . "Men have the money
sports. I don't feel we should be
equal on a you-get-this-penny-1-getthat-penny basis. I'm not asking for
the world."
"They could force us into a box,"
said Dr. Flowers of HEW, though he
agreed that their pressure up to this
point has helped.
Even with the threat on men's
athletics , there has been no adverse
reaction from the men . "The nicest
thing has been the way the men have
accepted this," said Ms. Dixon.
"We haven't had any bad reaction
from the men," said Martin . "We
don't have anyone who has a torch to
burn against women's athletics. If
you believe in athletics and competition , and I do, then you have to
think a sports program would be
good for women."
Chances are that HEW will give in
and allow revenue sports to spend
more than non-revenue sports . If not,
they could shake up intercollegiate
athletics across the nation .
"I can't believe President Ford
would say to the University of
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you don 't see a frat, you see a facade.
An open rush held twelve months a
year would mean that the fraternity
members would have to get out and
work to bring in new members-and
a lot of people down there have an
aversion to work .
KAREN JOSEPHS: A lot of girls
were turned off by the parties held
during formal rush. Most of the
sororities made their quotas-I guess
there were four that didn't.
JANE ROSER: There is a definite
need for change in the rush system , it
is hard to choose a sorority in just one
week. Our system has to change with
society.
IMAGE: What is the nature of
rushees this year 7
PHIL: In the past, the fraternity
system has been burdened by
tradition. The future of the system is
fa lling into the hands of the new
members coming in. Only through

hard work and sincerity is the system
going to grow.
KAREN: The rushees are looking a
lot deeper this year. They are looking
for more than pretty faces and a nice
looking chapter room. They were
more serious and looking below the
surface.
IMAGE: Don ' t fraternities and
sororities all contribute to service
projects in some way 7
DEB HALL: Each fraternity and
sorority has its own national
philanthropy or area of concern. We
support the teachers of a Tennessee
Settlement School and also sell the
crafts from the school.
JANE: Delta Gamma has a mobile
screening unit that tours around the
area, specifically to shopping centers- like Seminary South.
BRAD: With our trampathon stint
last semester we brought our service
project out of Worth Hills and to the

main campus . The problem was wi
didn 't get much response from maii
campus.
IMAGE : Are Greeks and In
dependents totally polarized at TCU1
GEORGE: Basically, you find th1
same kind of people make up th1
Greeks or Independents at TCU.
BRAD: One problem in th 1
polarization is the way the campus i
set up. The Greeks live over at WorU
Hills and the Independents live or
main campus , and are separatet
physically by the distance.
IMAGE: Is fraternity or sorority li!1
a total occupation 7
JANE: So many people think that
when you join a sorority that that i1
all you join. Sororities can 't thriv1
with only leeches , everybody mus'
become involved and grow in thei1
own way.
GEORGE: Many of the rushee1
were concerned about being isolatea
but
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Rush provided fun for these girls, but some Greek leaders think formal rush may become a thing of the past.
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Brad Nutter
but it's just not that way.
KAREN: You can make a sorority
or a fraternity your whole life or you
be just a part of it and do other
things- it's up to you.
DEB: We strive on being individuals- mentally, spiritually and
social ly .
KAREN: Basically we are a diverse
group, we don't all think and act
alike . You are going to find different
types in each sorority- regardless of
the stereotype for that particular
sorority. If someone says everyone in
that group is a " partier" there are
bound to be people who just study all
the time and vice versa.
IMAGE: Independents are now
living in fraternity houses. Why?
BRAD: The frat houses had unfi lled space and because the houses
are University residence halls, Independents were moved in.
PHIL: I feel that administrators
such as Mrs. Proffer (Dean of
Students) and Don Mills (Director of
University Programs and Services)
have done everyth ing they can to
help us . I do feel we got cooperation

Deb Hall
from them, but I question the sincerity of Housing I do not approve of
their actions in the recent months.
The
contracts
have
to
be
renegotiated next spring and I hope
this will lead to a more amiable
agreement .
KAREN : We pay the University
$2400 a year to rent our chapter

room s in the houses. That is just the
rental fee. We have to pay for the
carpetin g, fu rnishing and painting of
it. The sorority/ fratern ity is also
responsible for the upkeep. Maids
come in to clean the upstai rs but they
never t ouch t he downsta irs.
IMAGE: Do Greeks have " control"
of the campus as student leaders?
BRAD: One problem we have is
representation in the House of
Representatives. Most dorms have at
least two representatives , but at
Worth Hills one representative
serves two fraternity or sorority
houses . When I was a representative
I would rarely go to our next door to
the Kappa Sig chapter room and read
the minutes. It was the sa me when it
was their year to represent the dorm .
Nothing is rea lly exchanged and one
frat or another never knows what is
going on .
PHIL : The Independents have
input power into the Greek system
through IFC and me , if they honestly
feel they have solutions to alleviate
exist ing problems.
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Playing football became too mud
of a job for Jimmy Thomas , he wa1
not enjoying the sport as much as hi
had in the past .
But when offered a staff position b1
his former coach at a college in hi:
home state, Thomas could not havi
been happier.
With a smile on his face , Thoma:
recalled the telephone call hi
received on New Year's Eve, 1974."
had heard rumors in the locker roon
that Coach Shofner was being con
sidered as Tohill's replacement," hi
said, " but I had no idea he was goin1
to ask me to become a part of hi:
staff."
Thomas said he is very hapi,
coaching the offensive backfiel1
under a man whom he regards wii
such high esteem. At a time when ™
had definitely decided to retire as ,
player, Thomas is grateful for his ne,
coaching position . This gives him a1
ideal opportunity to remain closel
associated with a sport he trul
enjoys .
As the offensive backfield coai'
Thomas spends his afternoon
working with the split receivers a~
running backs . " I had to play bol
positions while I was with the 49er
so coaching these boys is easy lo
me, " he said, "because I experienc~
and can anticipate the salli
problems ." Thomas said thi
situation produces a strong, intimal,
relationship with his players.
Thomas compares his position i
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coach with that of a counselor. He
stressed the point that a coach must
be able to relate and communicate
well with his athletes and being on
their same level facilitates this. "We
learn from each other," he said.
Basic to his coaching philosophy is
Thomas' belief that one must "give
respect in order to get it in return ."
Thomas added that many times it is
best to leave young people alone and
they will be able to take care of
themselves .
When asked if his youth hinders
fulfillment of the points he expressed, Thomas was quick to answer "no." Although he has been
nicknamed the " rookie coach,"
Thomas said his youth works for him ,
not against him. "It wasn't too long
ago that I was a player myself," he
said.
In addition to his coaching duties,
Thomas is responsible for recruiting
prospective players from the East
Texas and central Dallas areas which
gives him the opportunity to visit his
hometown of Greenville.
Thomas sa id he would much prefer
being associated with college level
football rather than on the
professional level. "I enjoy the
college atmosphere because it is
more intimate," he said .
People don't realize how much the
student body's enthusiasm for the
sport can affect a player's performance, said Thomas. "When I
walk out onto the field and see a
stadium full of fellow students
cheering, and hear the band play, I
get psyched up to play the best I
can."
Thomas said he had no idea he
would become TCU's first black
football coach. "The thought never
crossed my mind," he said, "I really
did not know what to expect." He

Ex-San Francisco '49er Jimmy
Thomas watches the Horned Frogs
practice and shouts some instructions to one of his running
backs.
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said he came because he wanted to
come , and that " race made no difference, people are people. "
He admitted he knew little of TCU 's
previous problems with black
athletes. " I was told of some trouble
that the University has had in the
past but we were not involved ."
Thomas asserted a firm belief that
Coach Shofner would never have let
such a situation arise. He said
Shofner is a straight-forward man
who has created a relaxed and informal atmosphere in the football
department.
Last spring, shortly after Thomas
arrived , the National Association for
Advancement of Colored People
(NAACP) filed a complaint against the
University claiming there were not
enough black professors for the black
students to identify with. When
asked if he considers himself a token
because of this circumstance,
Thomas said he and Coach Shofner
were not aware of the problem,
therefore it could not have had any
bearing on his appointment.
Thomas, a 27-year-old University of
Texas at Arlington history graduate,

said he had not given serious consideration to playing professional
football until his junior year. He said
so many young boys plan to play
professionally early in life, but he
seemed to be content playing for the
sheer fun and enjoyment.
Upon graduation , Thomas began
his football career with the San
Francisco 49ers as a running backreceiver. During his five year stint

with the team he participated ii
three divisional titles. Du ring the o!I
season Thomas was employed bi
General Motors in Dallas .
Expressing his optimism for thi
upcoming season Thomas said, "Wi
can 't go anywhe re but up ." Con
fidence does not extend to winnini
the Southwest Conference title bul
he said he feels sure a better qualil)
of football will be seen this fall.
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Running back Mike Luttrell dives for
a few yards against Minnesota.
Luttrell has been the standout of the
offensive backs, whom Thomas
coaches.
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Book Review

Solzhenitsyn's
State of the Union

By BRUCE S. JASURDA
There is a lesson for everyone in
Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn's novel, The
Gulag Archipelago. "We have gotten
used to regarding valor as only valor
in war, the kind that jingles-jangles
with medals. We have forgotten
another concept of valor, civil valor.
And that's all our society needs, and
that's exactly what we haven't got,"
says Solzhenitsyn.
In this age of detente between the
United States and the Soviet Union,
Solzhenitsyn recounts the tortures
and inhumanities that have plagued
Russia for 56 years, many of which
continue to exist today. The novel is
based on the reports, memoirs and
letters of 227 witnesses, in addition to
the author's own experiences.
Solzhenitsyn tells how those who
chose to put the considerations of the
State above their own moral values
and personal integrity were endowed
with a carte blanche to do as they
pleased. A position in the un-

scrupulous State bureaucracy
yie ld ed unprecedented spoils .
"You've met a girl who has caught
your eye. Never fear, she wi ll be
yours. Another man's wife has caught
your eye 7 Never fear, she too will be
yours; there are ways to remove her
husband . Any enemy was struck
down
in
your
path ,"
says
Solzhenitsyn.
But for those persons who
renounced the comradeship "offered" them by the State, the consequences were not so pleasant.
Some who would not let themselves be swayed to the ways of the
Soviet State were lowered into acid
baths. Others were trussed up naked
to be bitten by ants and bedbugs.
And still others were subjected to the
"secret brand" where a ramrod
heated over a primus stove would be
thrust up their anal canals, according
to the writings of Solzhenitsyn.
Political prisoners (and more than
15 million persons were referred to in
this manner) were subjected to the
most diabolical of tortures by the
Soviet "secret police." Many were
enclosed in airtight corklined cel ls
with no ventilation where they were
cooked. The heat in such cells was
turned up until the prisoner's blood

"Persons whose names appeared on
suspect lists were virtually defenseless against the mechanical and
systematic arrests .. ."

began to ooze through his pores.
In some instances the skin from a
man's back would be stripped off
with a grater, and his wounds would
be oiled with turpentine , writes
Solzhenitsyn .
The savage treatment of prisoners

was a continuous process from the
time of arrest, throu gh interrogation,
while in transit from one detention
center to another, and right up to the
time of one's release. Persons whose
names appeared on suspect lists
were virtually defenseless against
the mechanical and systematic
arrests, he said. If a person was not
apprehended while committing a
crime , then surely he was either
conspiring in one or covering up his
tracks , according to Solzhenitsyn 's
interpretation of State rationale.
The prison accomodations were
even more deflating to one'£ inner
self than many of the tortures he
would face , claimed Solzhenitsyn. He
recalled instances where a hundred
prisoners were sandwiched into a
compartment intended for 15. The
inhabitants of the ce ll were wedged
in so compactly that the feet of some
prisoners didn't touch the floor for
several days.
As a political prisoner, one was
impr isoned with the basest of
characters, Solzhenitsyn says. "How
was one to be sure that his cellmates
weren 't cannibals 7 " he asked. Over
the years, many prisoners confessed
after their release they had eaten
human flesh and some had even
swapped human livers from the
dissecting rooms for more delectable
parts of the anatomy.
There were many fabricated
justifications for the sub-human
treatment of the political prisoners .
These justifications were applied to
even life's barest necessities ,
Solzhenitsyn says. For instance, it
would take too much time to dole out
water to prisoners. The water would
have to be lugged from cel l to cell,
and two government issue mugs
would have to be distributed among
every ten prisoners. The distribution
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of mugs was a burden on the guards
itself because of the squabbling
among the prisoners to determine
which ones would drink first. (The
prisoners wanted the healthy to drink
first and those with tuberculosis and
syphilis to drink last.) The guards
found it was infinitely easier not to
distribute water for days at a time .
And how did Solzhenitsyn and his
comrades cope with the atrocities of
their inevitable fate 7 Did they
resolve themselves to this credo 7
"From the moment you enter
prison you must put your cozy past
firmly behind you. At the very
threshold you must say to yourself
My life is over. A bit early perhaps,
but there is nothing to be done about
it. I shall never return to freedom .
From today on, my body is alien and
useless to me. Only my spirit and my
conscience remain precious and
important to me. ' "
The standard prison sentence was
ten years at hard labor, affectionately
known as a "tenner." Tenners were
distributed as freely in Russia as
parking tickets are in the United
States.
A wife came to secret police
headquarters and inquired as to the
whereabouts of her husband who had
been whisked away by them several
days earlier. The woman was
promptly ·arrested and awarded a
tenner for "anti-Soviet agitation. "
An engineer was arrested and
sentenced to a tenner for staring too
long at a bridge. The charge?
"Perpetrating sabotage against the
Soviet state."
An old man, whose legs had been
amputated, was sentenced to a
tenner at hard labor without regard
to his disability. The straps which
fastened his artificial limbs to the
trunk of his body were confiscated to
prevent him from committing suicide
or doing bodily harm to the guards.
Through nine years of im prisonment, five years of disenfranchisement and three years of
exile, Solzhenitsyn reflected on his
17 -year ordeal as an essential
stepping stone to his concept of the
gripping realities of life.
" What about the main thing in life,
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all its riddles 7 " he asked . " Do not
pursue what is illusory-property
and position ; al l that is gained at the
expense of your nerves decade after
decade, and is confiscated in one fell
night. Live with a steady superiority
over life-don 't be afraid of
misfortune, and do not yearn after
happiness, it is, after all, all the
same : the bitter doesn't last forever ,
and the sweet never fills the cup to
overflowing .. . ."
"Rub your eyes and purify your
heart-and prize above all else in the
world those who love you and wish
you well .. .. "

"From the moment you enter prison you must put your cozy past firmb
behind you. At the very threshold you must say to yourself 'My life ii
over.' ''

-

A Sticker, A Sticker,

My Kingdom for a Sticker
By Diane Dowdey
....

Parking at TCU has become a highpriced privilege.
The hike on the price of parking
stickers and the elimination of the
different types of student parking
stickers was made in the summer and
many students , faculty , and staff
were not aware of it until the
beginning of the semester. Anticipation of a price hike arose at the
very close of last year but then it was
thought to be an across-the-board
raise to $20.
Originally, the Parking and Traffic
Regulations
Committee
had
recommended the following: parking
stickers remain the same price;
parking in the Coliseum lot be free;
all students have the same type of
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parking sticker, to do away with
discrimination against freshmen.
The committee did not think there
was any need for a price increase,
said Dr. Spencer Wertz, who has
been co-chairman of the committee
for the past three years . "A
representative of the Dean of
Students office was on the committee
and agreed to the report. If there was
any information that we needed to be
able to make the best decision we
should have had it ," said Dr . Wertz.
When Dr. Wertz found out (through a
Daily Skiff reporter) that a raise in
parking prices was being considered
without consulting the committee he
declined to become co-chairman of
the committee this year.
Dr. William Ray, who is beginning

his fourth year as chairman of the
committee , said that he and Dr .
Wertz talked with Dean of Students
Elizabeth Proffer about the increased
price . "The budget for Security
seemed to me to be enormous . Of
course I don 't suppose I had really
thought about their needing to buy
cars and gas." Dr. Wertz said they
were told that the Security budget
needed an extra $50,000 dollars and
because of pay increases to the staff,
the increased cost of gasoline, raising
the price of parking stickers would be
the easiest way of raising that money.
"We did not think that using the
faculty and staff to raise money for
the University was a very good way to
do it," said Dr . Wertz .
Buck Beneze, assistant to the Dean

il
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of Students, said that it was decide
to have a graduated scale rather tha
a blanket raise because it was ie
that people should pay for parking i
the best lots . "The faculty has tn
best spots. Their lots are close 1
their offices and it only seemed fa
that they pay for them. Reservi
places cost forty dollars. While rai
has privileges you ought to have 1
pay for them. "
There are no spaces exclusive
designated for staff on the east sil
of the campus . They can park in tn
same areas as the students and pi
$20 for it. Beneze said that a perso
can always buy a parking sticK1
lower than one's University stat,
and park in those lots . "If I worked o
the east side of campus I would bui
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student sticker. We tried to tell
people that they could buy down the
scale. I put a notice in the weekly
bulletin."
Parking has always been a problem
on the campus . Last year in an effort
to provide staff spaces on the west
side of campus the main quadrangle
lot was closed off to students. Dr. Ray
said the committee realized that a
new plan would have to be developed
for this year. "We tried to work from
the premise that we wanted to
equably allocate parking space."
The Environmental Protection
Agency {EPA) then entered the
picture with a plan to force employers
to encourage employe carpooling.
Counting student employes the
University had the requisite number
of employes to be affected by the
EPA. The committee designed a plan
where those carpooling would have
better parking spaces than those who
did not. The west campus would have
been closed to everyone but
residential students and carpooling
faculty-staff .
The students were not too concerned about this plan because it did
not affect them, although it would
have denied people the possibility of
driving to the post office if they were
not a main campus residential
student.
The faculty and staff however,
were concerned and felt it would be
impossible for them to carpool .
Secretaries and other staff members
who worked regular hours would be
able to secure the best parking
spaces while the faculty would be
relegated to the Coliseum lot. "You
would not believe the amount of flak
we caught on this plan . People were
complaining that they could not walk
that far . Women said their hair would
get all messed up and their feet
would hurt if they had to walk that far
in heels . We heard just about every
excuse," said Dr. Ray.
The EPA carpooling plan was
eliminated when Vice-Chancellor Dr.
Howard Wible wrote and said that
many of the employes lived on the
campus and a carpooling plan would
not affect them anyway. The committee then went back to finding a

plan that would distribute the space that would provide for rapid turn
equally. "Th is campus was not over near major points on the
designed for cars and it especially campus. " I became convinced that
was not designed for commuter Security and the administration did
students, and we have students who not really want a plan that works
commute from Worth Hills and Milton because that would elim inate parking
Daniel to class," said Dr. Ray.
tickets which would reduce the
"We never thought that students budget . Also students will always
would park on the street to the extent flagrantly violate the regulations no
that they did last year. That was why matter what they are ," said Dr. Ray.
we wanted the Coliseum lot free, to
One of the major problems is that
provide off-street parking. We didn't everyone wants to be as close as
think too many students would opt possible to where they want to be and
for it but we wanted to provide it this is impossible. If someone or
more to help the community than some group is moved further away
anything else ."
they consider it a loss of prestige,
The committee also wanted a plan said Dr. Ray, and no one wants to
that would effectively reduce the lose prestige.
number of parking tickets and one
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Face to Face With Bruce Gibson

President Gibson Speaks to the Metroplex
House president Bruce Gibson
went on television May 12 of last
semester. He appeared with the
student body presidents of SMU,
North Texas, and UTA. The program
was "Face to Face" with Murphy
Martin , originating from WFAA in
Dallas, Channel 8.
May 12 fell on the Sunday before
exam week . Because so many
students missed the program,
IMAGE has transcribed a tape of the
program . Comments by the presi -

dents of SMU, NTSU and UTA have
been omitted .
Martin: What type of student
government do you have on campus?
Gibson: Well , right now we have a
Student House of Representatives .
It's composed only of students and I
preside over the House. We have a
corresponding body cal led the
Faculty Senate. Those two are the
representative bodies and then of
course the Chancellor stands at the
top of the pyramid.
Martin: As I understand it each of
you gentlemen was elected to your
jobs by popula~ campus wide
balloting, that is correct? Generally
we found in discussing just before
rolling tape that at TCU and SMU
there was a bit larger percentage
voter turnout in those campus wide
elections than at North Texas and
UTA. We don't really know why there
was. Have you thou ght of any
reasons, perhaps, why there was a
bit more interest at SMU and TCU
than at North Texas and UTA?
Gibson: I think perhaps because
SMU and TCU are smaller student
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bodies there might be a little m~
sense of community, in that more
the students would actually know!I
people who are running. Ar
because, as we ment ioned befor.
that a lot of students , at TCU ow
half of our student body lives 1
campus , would have the time ar
wou ld tend to have more interest
the student body elect ions .
Martin: What is the enrollment
TCU?
Gibson: The enrollment is abo
4800 undergraduate students ar
with ou r graduate students it co111
out to about 6200 to 6300 .
Martin: Do you truly feel that ~
truly have a voice in the i
ministration of your school throu1
you r student government 7
Gibson: Well , I think that wei
rea l fortunate at TCU in that we hi1
an administration that's willi ng ·
change. They are very recepti1
when we come to them wr
problems. And when problems a
dea lt with it's usually done in a ve
informal manner where we discu
the problem and work toward
solution . We seldom get everythir
we want , but I think that's toI
expected in the spirit of compromii
I think we have a very positive in/
into the way policy is made ar
decisions are handled .
Martin: What are the number o·
problems on your campuses now,1
you feel as student body leaders1
~ibson: Well, at TCU the offio
policy is still that there is no alco~
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on campus and that 's a very big
concern among the students.
Martin : What 's the student
government stand on th is 7
Gibson: We haven 't pressed it
lately because it seems we 've gotten
several firm decisions that at least in
the immediate future this would be
the policy . It's a perennial type
question that keeps coming up. And
I'd say that it is one of the major
areas of student concern and like Ted
(SMU student president) said, our
tuition also went up $150 a semester
on the average. That's a concern plus
TCU's type of guaranteed tuition
plan . When you entered , your tuition
would not be raised while you were
there, and we abandoned that plan
and there was some concern over
that. I think in examining the issue
that it was probably the only alternative in that case .
Martin: What is the feeling of
student governments toward the
value of athletic programs to the
college campus? Has there been a
double standard in the past for
athletes on campus 7
(These
questions are directed at the student
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"It's a perennial type question that
keeps coming up."
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body presidents of North Texas and
UTA.) What we're really saying here
is that we've got two private institutions and two state supported
institutions regarding these student
fees. Is how the money that is derived
from student fees also a concern at
TCU and SMU 7 How is it spent, is
that a concern?
Gibson: Well we have basically kind
of a different structure than at the
state schools in that we have a
certain amount of student fees that
the students directly decide upon, on
what they will spend , and then the
other goes into the general university
50
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fund which goes to provide for
ath letic facilities and things of that
nature. Getting back real quickly to
that point you made on sports I was
trying to get in there and I couldn't
quite do it. I think the main concern
really isn't tow ard the athletes
themselves at TCU. The main concern we have at TCU is that so much
money is spent on athletics, which we
don't question TCU spending that
much because we realize that it's
necessary to be competitive. We
must be competitive if we are to
remain in the Southwest Conference.
But putting so much professionalism
in college sports, there is a growing
feeling that they would like to see it
more like on the high school level
where the athlete was just a
student ....
Gibson: (Martin:
No special
privileges 7 ) . . . not so much that,
that's included in it but seeing a less
professional outlook toward football
and basketball as being the farm
teams for the pros.
Martin: What is campus life like as
far as the students are concerned on
your campuses 7 What changes would
they like to see in campus life? Now
you mentioned a moment ago about
alcoholic beverages on campus at
TCU as a concern there, what are

"The main concern we have at TCU is that so much money is spent on
athletics, which we don't question TCU spending that much because we
realize it is necessary to be competitive."

some of the other things that concern
students in campus life 7 What about
coed living on campus 7 I know it has
been tried on some campuses, what
about your respective campuses and
how do your students feel about it 7
Gibson: We have one coed dorm
now and we had plans for another
coed dorm next year, which for
certain reasons it couldn't be implemented for next year. There is a
lot of emphasis placed on greater
innovation in housing, not just coed
dorms but maybe special interest
dorms, like a lot of language students
would get together or government
students could get together and
because there tends to be, nationwide, less and less emphasis on
students living on campus, I think

there is going to have to be greater
innovation.
Martin: Is there discrimination in
proportion to that which existed in
the sixties 7 How much of that has
been removed on your respective
campuses 7 What is the attitude of
the student government 7
Gibson: Of the student government?
Martin: Yes.
Gibson: Well, in the student
government we don't want and de
facto discrimination or dejure
discrimination of any type. I think the
problem is ....
Martin: I'm sorry to interrupt,
Bruce, but we're out of time all too
soon. I'd like to thank each of you
gentlemen ... .
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TCU Gays Seek Open Identity
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By Mary Dudley and Liz Robertson
For a long time homosexuality
was a topic that only psychology and
sociology classes studied or talked
about. In recent years , through the
work of gay lib organizations and
awa~ness programs, homosexuality
has become an acknowledged subject, but one that is rarely understood .
Fort Worth's Awareness Unity and
Research Association (AU RA) is
dedicated to the education and
enlightenment of the community on
the much discussed but often
misunderstood topic of homosexuality. " AURA," Director Ken Cyr
says, "is working to rid both
homosexuals and non-gays N the
misconceptions and prejudices
surrounding the subject."
"TCU has a large gay population,
but most of them are afraid to come
out of the closet,' " says Cyr. A
campus organization wou ld allow
homosexuals to plan campus related
activities. As it stands now, gay social
life is mainly relegated to bars. There
are some gay organizations in the
city, but they are not permitted
representation on campus, says Cyr.
Ken Cyr has spoken at the Brite
Divinity School upon three oc casions in connection with the Fort
Worth Metropolitan Community
Church . Cyr says that he was well
received by the Brite students and
faculty , but that not everyone agreed
with him that homosexuality is not a
sickness or a sin .
There are no gay counselors or
ministers at TCU, and Cyr feels that
the straight ones are not qualified to
counsel homosexuals . If a gay
student needs counseling, he or she
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must find it off campus. " College! po1
is a strain on many students, mi Nei
more so for a homosexual who is j1 rol(
discovering the truth about him~ a I
One function of a gay group exa
campus would be to bring in ! Cyr
counselors, or at least to help f ma1
students find adequate aid 1 ma1
campus," says Cyr.
are
" Campuses refuse to admit II acci
gay people exist ," says Cyr. "It 1 life
sets them to know that gay pe~
are there." But , he says , " The facl
we're here, and we can't chan1
we're not going to change, a
everybody might as wel l get used
it , especially the schools ." One do
not choose to become an outcast.
have yet to meet a homosexual It
did not want to change when he w
first discovering it. If we were able
change , then why did we stay r
same 7 " he added .
Ignorance may be homosexuali~
worst enemy. " The gays themsel~
don 't understand it yet ," says Q
They have been stereotyped as d
molesters and perverts. A st~
made by AURA showed that only a
percent of the imprisoned c~
molesters were homosexual. ~
plays no larger part in gay life than
heterosexual
life .
" We 1!
'homophile' better than ' homosex
because it does not emphasize
sexual aspect of our lives," Cyr sa
" It means 'love of same' instead
'sex with same.' "
" It really is necessary that a
group get started at TCU, and th
will be one some day ,'' Cyr believ
"(TCU) is too big for it to I
ignored ... and the whole counm
changing. It's got to change beca~
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everything else is too. The only way
to change it, I guess, is to challenge
it ."
Cyr would like to see a homophile
studies class at TCU similar to the
courses in black, Mexican-American,
and women's studies. "I think it
would be a great for TCU to have a
Gay Awareness Week," he says.
"They had black awareness, women's
awareness, why not gay awareness?"
He would also like to see a gay
sorority and fraternity .
Homophiles do not hate the opposite sex, as some people believe.
Neither do they wish to exchange
roles, as transexuals do. "I'm a man,
a lesbian is a woman, and that's
exactly the way we want to be," says
Cyr. "I'm perfectly happy being a
man, and I'm attracted to another
man. You might say then, that there
are actually four sexes . Our society
accepts only two" of these, making
life hard for the other two.

"No one can make you feel inferior without your consent."
-Eleanor Roosevelt

"Every
man
has
feminine
characteristics and every woman has
masculine traits. Society teaches
males to suppress their emotions;
homosexuals do not feel threatened
by expressing emotion," says Cyr . He
added that this is probably why many
homosexuals find a source of freedom
in artistic occupations such as the
theatre . "We are trained from the
beginning to be actors by functioning
in the heterosexual world," he says .
Although society is gradually
becoming
more
tolerant
of
homosexuality, the process is a slow
one. Gay couples still have no legal
status and homophile marriages are

considered a joke. "Allen and I live
here . .. as a couple," says Cyr, "but
we pay more taxes than somebody
else down the street who are man
and wife. Some gay men marry
lesbians as a tax break and for social
benefits."
"Living a dual existence is hard .
We are trying to inform people
through AURA that homosexuals do
have some rights." Cyr says.
A Texas Gay Task Force has been
formed and is lobbying for the repeal
of Section 2106 of the penal code
which forbids sexual intercourse between members of the same sex. " It's
completely unenforceable," says Cyr.
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The Task Force also hopes to
reduce other problems plaguing the
homophile world, such as the right to
inheritance. "As it stands now a
homosexual may write a will leaving
everything to his mate, but if his
family challenges it , the family would
win on the basis that the person was
mentally unstable at the time he
wrote the will," he says .
AURA, Metropolitan Community
Church and the Daughters of Bilitis
(a lesbian group) try to work with the
community's churches, since the
church has always been one of the
worst oppressors of homophiles. Our
society 's laws are based upon JudeoChristian morals. The gay movement
hopes that the interpretation of
Biblic views on homosexuality will
change, as the view of women's place
and slavery have changed. "A few
churches have already liberalized
their views," says Cyr.
This past summer a Texas Gay
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"The pressure in being homosexual is
not the fact we are, it is the pressure
of functioning in a heterosexual
environment."

Conference was held in Fort Worth in
order to form a state coalition of gay
organizations, and present a series of
lectures and workshops for the gay
members.
Cyr said that when the Conference
was planned he was assured by Fort
Worth police that participants would
not be harrassed or bothered in any
way.
However, as the Conference
progressed police were found to be

recording license plate numbers
the cars parked near the confere·
location .
Following the license record
many of the the car owners v,
under surveillance by the Fort Wt
police .
Cyr has demanded an apology /1
the police chief on the surveilli
matter. Through help from Arneri
Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) and
Texas Gay Task Force, the I
organization has filed suit againsl
police department.
"I can't figure out why
authorities see us as a thri
Everything we are doing to gain rr
rights is being done through
channels and is peaceful," says (
"The pressure in being homose1
is not the fact that we are , it is
pressure of functioning in
heterosexual environment, "
says.
11
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By Al Sibello
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It was late September. I was in
Grabortnik, Yugoslavia for the international cheeseburger festival,
which is held there every three and
one half years . I always made a
special effort to attend this grand
occasion no matter what I happened
to be doing. (This time I left in the
middle of open-heart surgery.) For,
not only did it afford one the rare
epicurean pleasure of seeing what
wonderful monuments to man's
genius could be achieved through
ground beef, but it also was a
meeting place for the world's most
fashionable stars and dignitaries.
The thought of encountering such
widely-acclaimed personalities as
figure skater/ brick layer Pablo
Knudsen, pyromaniac Claude Burns
or even entertainer (7) Kitty Carlisle
sent waves of indigestion running
through my very being.
Besides, Grabortnik was truly a
wonderland of music and gaiety in
the Fall. The Roue-St. Marinski, the
major (and only) street in Grabortnik,
was always a carnival of colors and
camaraderie as cheeseburger buffs
from every nook and cranny of our
little planet mingled in souvenir
shops, cafes , pizza parlors, or just
along the gutter.
It was in one of these sidewalk.
cafes- I believe the sign labeled it
" Kipski's"- that I stopped to relax,
sip espresso coffee and reflect on the
advantages of jungle rot. Deep in
thought, I scarcely noticed the
faceless masses passing by, or the
unintelligible roar of their collective
voices.
As I gazed semi-consciously out
through the stained glass window of
the cafe, I gradually sensed that
another person had seated himself at
my table. Trying not to look startled, I
whirled my head around.
"Who are you?" I cried, but
stopped in mid-sentence when I saw
that sad, disfigured face peering out
from beneath that familiar helmet.
The gentle breeze that crept through
the open doorway slowly spun the
propeller sitting atop it, but the
raccoon tail which presumably hung
from the back was hidden.
I wasn't certain , but it had to be
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him. If I needed any verification, I
received it when I glanced at his
wrists. They were the well -muscled
joints of a constant foosball player.
Yes , it had to be him-the idol of
severa I, the hero of the downtrodden, the legend in his own time.
I was sitting across from the
elusive Frank D. Maynard himself!
My heart pounded within the
chambers of my chest as the reality of
the situation came upon me . Despite
being sure of his identity, something
inside me demanded explicit confirmation.
"Are .. . are you . . .7 " I stammered , unable to finish.

Compelled to fo l low , I trot!I
through the doorway several ste1
behind him. As I passed it, the c
kicked me in the shi n. What a stui
thing to do. I don't even look Iii
Frank D . Maynard.
I followed at his heels through tl
maze of tourists, st reet peddler
pickpockets and noble citizens
Grabortnik. We we re heading aw,
from the center of town, but the•
was no telling exact ly what o,
destination was . Sudden ly, he ma1
a sharp turn down an obscur
almost hidden alley and nearly lo
me. He led me to a long row
aluminum garbage cans and clim~
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"Who wouldn't be nervous sitting so near to the two-time world foosl
champion?"

' <
_'r.

Sensing my awe , he nodded
paternally and placed his strong right
hand on my shoulder. " It's all right,
my son," he said in a somewhat
hoarse undertone. "I realize you 're
overwhelmed."
His acute perceptive abilities
astounded me, but of course he was
right. Who wouldn 't be nervous
sitting so near to the two-time world
foosball champion 7 Besides , several
questions nagged at my subconscious. Why was Frank D.
Maynard here in Grabortnik when he
should have been back to Nairobi
(Kenya) Tech continuing his studies
in anthropology 7 Why had he chosen
me to associate with from among the
thousands here when everyone knew
he was a loner? Why would anyone
wear a striped.tie with a plaid jacket?
And, what really is the capital of
Iceland?
Before the river of words could
make it to my larynx, he was standing
up and motioning for me to do
likewise. He strode briskly toward
the doorway , kicking a sleeping cat as
he made his way out into the street.

into one of them. Whe n I hesital1
he assu r ed me of his sanity and sa
"Really man , just climb in one · .
these and keep low for a few minul~
This is the only place in town wliY1\K
.
:'I ' we can talk privately ."
1("10'
I could see why . Or I should sa1~
could smell why. The putrid aroma~ ~~
the can I descended into nearly ma =me pass out. We could be certain ti ./
no one would disturb us here as
conversed. Even the flies wI /
staying away.
,1,/

After what seemed like hours in
' l_
hot , moist stench of banana pe
eggshells, beer cans , corncobs a
old copies of Image, I could cont( ~ .
myself no longer-and that made!~ : (
smell even worse .
~
I wiped off my mouth and callI1':, , 1-1,
"Mr. Maynard! Mr. Maynard, are)~A "'-·~~
th ere.7"
rRl>.NK
st ·11
I
,,_,,~
"Z Z Z Z Z Z, " was the reply.
w o11-0
1
" Sir 1" I yelled , " Si r, wake up1
" Huh . .. oh . . . uh . . . excuserffe"; ~
me . I was just, uh , contemplating_~ f
uh . .. oh ... the eternal quest1,~ ~
'Why am I here 7 ' "
~
" Funny," I mumbled , " I was jl

'?\. .""
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wondering the same thing."
" Sir, I must speak with you ," I told
him. " Time is short-the ga r bage
men are due any minute. "
" Very well," he sighed . " I suppose I
can delay no longer. But tell me, how
did you know I was in Grabortnik 7 "
I replied that I didn't, that it was
iust a chance meeting. I was merely
in town for the festival which I have
always attended . He seemed surprised , but remained silent. Feeling
obligated to fill in the dead time with
conversation, I began by telling him
what a celebrity he had become back
in the States.

" Althou gh many still doubt your
existence , there remains an everincreasing core of zealous believers.
They seem content with the aura of
mystery that surrounds your name .
At times, it appears they even try to
foster confusion about Frank D.
Maynard."
"About who 7 " he asked, looking
rather startled .
"Why you, sir," I said . "Frank D.
Maynard."
"Who is Frank D. Maynard?"
I made my way out of the trash can
and headed toward the Sesame Seed
Bun Pavillion .
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Art and literary

The birches were there by water's edge
some graying, other saplings. Echoed in
the lake's surface was their stark, autumn
reach, and it touched my mind in the cloudy wind.
New to my eyes, they seemed remembered by the
child I was once. Some were fallen, split
by lightning-others blighted by some quieter ills
black and white and gray beside the burning
colors of the oaks and maples, only steps removed-.
They hollowed out my pretensions to insight
and fell across my chancy strength like an axe.
Like sage rabbis, they judged my courage and found
it timid; they plumbed my heart and found it halfgiven, half-shrunken; they sounded my life and
marked its uncertain depth with regret (and resignation.)
Was there not more, their shadows could not measure?
Then I remembered other stoppings, not by chance.
Such listening as swelled my dreams to romantic
fictions, and drowned them more in words than
feelings. Her eyes, her hands, her voicetouched and searched, and found me-.
Found in me what was wanting, and
filled me with love spilt out of her.
0 how arrogant my fears, that saw and thought
themselves alone reflected in the mirror of that love,
where she waited, trusted, gave. Such lively
love, now darkened and silenced by my wandering
uncertainty and cruel coldness-made not so much
of intentions as forgettings, not cast aside
but ignored-yet indelibly given and received.
You "loved me much as life-I will not let it go,"
I loved you less than that, but much more than
not at all-let it be so. The roses I bring are
not "cowslips in a hat," and the apples are
too few for a "skirt to hold; but I have found
them in "what's lost," and therefore cannot cry:
"Look here what I have for you. 1' All the
sighing in the world will not make them so.
But what they are-all of what's left of
"The fool's own soul" and life are given,
"All for you."
I hope to God those birchy rabbis judge me
not too wanting. It is a mild hope to wait for
spring with, but it is all we have-until
we make a love that defies the frost while
it watches for new leaves as yet
not visible in the birches.

-Roy Martin
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The flesh was willing but not to be weak .
Stirred by images and remembrancesBreasted against the wind and sun,
Suckling an unfulfilled childhood,
Dark with untouched silence.
Now past midstream, this same flesh
Is not so same, yet yearning more than
Ever to free the spirited feelings
That plumb the me whose openness
Comes like a late lark.
0 sing, myself of love that touches,
Quickens, listens, and offers with a
Grace so free, I am unclaimed by the
Expectation of being approved and
Completed in the warmth of giving.

-Roy Martin

An ivory shell blued
With flower-stitches
Reminiscent of idyllic graces
From a classic age, and
Launching visions-beauty
Made of subtler stuff
Than youth can find-or
Having found behold.
The muse is here in
This present, for us
Who can discern in
What has been
Is now-and shall
Be, while we breathe
A giving, made of love unfeigned.

-Roy Martin
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Italy- Summer Classroom
for TCU Students and Faculty
Photos by Ron Horan
Tour Story page 68

Florence grew from the town of
Fiesole, whose Roman theater ruins
still stand.
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Father Lee of Urbanian University
lectures on the doors of St. Peter's
which depict scenes from Peter's
life.

Roger Wedell, a recent Brite Divinity
School graduate, reflects on the art's
religious implications.
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Pope Paul VI.

i

I .

An elevator ride takes one to the base
of Michelangelo's dome at St. Peter's.
The gold papal canopy below, done by
Bernini, is eight stories high.
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Some seats are left in the
Coliseum. In the background
Restoration scaffolding has been
erected.

Luciano Berti, director of the Uffizi
Gallery in Florence, points out a
detail in a painting in the gallery as
Dr. Lawrence looks on.

Michelangelo carved the David out of
a cracked piece of marble.

The art restoration class at ~
Schifanoia in Florence is uncoveri'
the older Madonna in this paintir
Using an electric knife, the first la)
of paint is sliced off. It takes a moi
to do three square inches.

Religion Class Travels

to Rome, Florence
By Lisa Deeley Smith
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The group was chattering as it
went to cl ass , for it was the last day
on the Ren aissance. Security guards
let them in the building ; the talk grew
louder. They turned a corner and
stopped.
At the end of the Hall of the
Academ ia in Florence , Italy, was
Michelangelo's David. The group" IL Gruppo" -walked up to view it
and heard Dr. Kenneth Lawrence's
short and quiet lectu re. Then they
were free to study the masterpiece.
" Some of them wept , and many
were silent for a long, long time ," Dr .
Lawrence said.
It was one of the highlights of the
course "Religion in Art and Architecture- Rome-Florence Summer
Study. " The course was open to
graduates and undergraduates
under the registrar 's title Special
Problems in Religion. The leader of
the class was Dr . Lawrence , assistant
professor of religion.
The class actually began last
semester with si x orientation
sessions. Dr . Lawrence showed
slides of what the class would study ,
taught what one student called
" survival Ita lian ," and gave tips on
how to cross streets filled with wild
Ita lian traffic ("Walk behind a nun " ),
and how the bus system worked.
A diverse group of 27 peop le signed
up for the trip, 12 of whom received
three hours credit , after completing a
project due at the beginning of the
fa ll semester. June Clements ,
assistant professor of English, added
to her extensive Madonna collection.
Dr. Ambrose Edens, professor of
re ligion , worked the study into his

private six- week tou r of Italy .
Students ' majors and minors in cluded art , art history, reli gion ,
journalism, radio-TV and graduate
work in Brite Divinity School .
All the University summer tour
stud y groups flew to Amsterd am on
June 3. There the tours split up and
IL Gruppo left by train for Milan .
At Milan something happened
" that really welded the group
together ," Dr . Lawrence said . There
wa s a transportation st r ike in the city
from 8 a.m . to 2 p.m .; reservations for
a train to Florence had been made for
1 p.m. ; hotel check-out time was at
noon.
At noon the group arrived at the
train station , ready to board the first
train to Florence and argue later. But
Dr. Edens strolled by a train and saw
" Texas University" reservation labels
plastered on the windows.
Italian trains wait for no one. Pam
Webb , a graduate of Brite Divinity
Schoo l, called the group to order with
a rendition of the TCU Fight Song on
the kazoo. Italians stared . All the
luggage and all the group was soon
on boa rd - except for Pete Larson ,
who had gone to take pictures . Five
minutes befo r e departure , Pete
made the train and the group went to
Florence .
" Today wi ll be your ha rdest day of
walkin g," Dr. Lawrence often said
during the trip . Breakfast- a hard
rol l, orange marmalade , and strong,
strong coffee- served around 8 a. m.
and then a wa lk, or a bus , or both , to
class .
The study was chronological . The
class began with Byzantine art in
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Florence, and the affects of Eastern
Orthodox thought on Western art.
The prime example of Gothic art
was Florence 's cathedral, Santa
Maria della Fiore. The class walked in
the third largest church in the world
to study the Gothic ideas of harmony
in the universe , harmony in design,
and the grandeur of architecture and
God.
Florence , though, is the city of the
Renaissance, which is Dr. Lawrence 's forte. He led discussions on the
growing capitalism and secularity of
the times, how wealthy patrons
supported artists and the change in
depicting Biblical ideas.
Although he knew his subject , Dr.
La wrence did not work alone; Sister
Mary Michele, dean of Villa
Schifanoia, Rosary College Graduate
of Fine Arts in Florence, arranged
special sessions.
The class was first invited to the
Villa 's commencement exercises, and
returned to view Sister Mary
Michele's slides of Florence and the
art in the Villa itself. She then
planned a reception and recital for
the class and some Florentine artists
and professors.
At the reception, a long dining
table was · covered with plates of
pastries. After the pastries was
caviar; after the caviar, strawberries
and ice cream; after the dessert, a
recital by two recent graduates of the
Villa.
Through Sister Mary Michele, IL
Gruppo studied the Uffizi Gallery in
Florence on Monday-when it is
closed. The lecturer was Luciano
Berti, director of the Uffizi. He and
his assistant lectured, with the
museum's examples, on the transition of the Christ child as a
miniature adult to "a robust,
bouncing baby."
"People would come to me at night
and say , 'I don't believe this is
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Dr. Kenneth Lawrence, shown
looking through one of his art books,
hopes to take another group to Italy
to study a rt in the summer of 1976.
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happening''" Dr. Lawrence said . For
him, the highlights of the trip were
the times the class began to analyze
ar.t on their own.
·" Pam Webb walked into the
tiny chapel of St. Francis in the big
medieval church of Santa Croce , and
was able to articulate its (Giotto's
fresco on the death of St. Francis)
meaning and form. Pam had realized
something-'Gee, I can do some of
this myself.' To have something open
up for you ... "
After six days in Florence and two
day trips to San Giminagno , a village
which hasn't changed since the
ll00's, and to Assisi, the home of St.
Francis, IL Gruppo journeyed to
Rome.
In Rome they stayed in Vatican
owned apartments, run by four nuns.
The Mother Superior, Sister Carmelina, spoke English-she was from
Boston. Dr. Lawrence taught another
nun her first English phrase: "How
are you 7 Fine, thank you."
Again, the study was chronological,
and began in the Roman Forum . At
the Rostra, "one student facetiously
began the speech attributed to Mark
Anthony," Dr. Lawrence said. "But
as the group listened, it became more
serious. And I remember a gust of
wind blowing the dust around as we
stood there listening to the silencethe silence 1-of the place."
The catacombs, where the first
Christian symbols and art were
found, were more tourist than
student oriented.
But
when
students , who had studied the art in
an orientation class last spring with
Dr. Lawrence, saw the fragments of
art, "they would cry, 'There it is!' And
the hurrying priest would come back,
when he saw no one was following
him," Dr. Lawrence said. "Later, he
said to me, quietly, 'Most people
haven 't sufficient interest to talk
about it in detail.'"
Father Lee , professor of canon law
at Urbanian University, presented a
four-hour lecture in St. Peter's on the
church , and another four-hour lecture in the Vatican Museums. He
showed in drawings how Constantine
razed a pagan cemetry-which was
st rictly forbidden-to build St.

Peter's. The extractions under the
church , which few people ever see ,
have found the place where Peter is
said to be buried and IL Gruppo got a
tour.
The 2,000 year old cemetery was a
necrocropolis- a city of the dead ,
where the dead were placed in small
tombs and received gifts of food and
drink from their relatives. Occasionaly a Christian symbol marked
a tomb.
We "heard of a group that spent
forty-five minutes in St. Peter's , and
figured out that we spent 16 hours of
organized activity there," Dr.
Lawrence said. Some also climbed to
the top of Michelangelo's dome; some
went to hear Gregorian chants; Pete
Larson, a philosophy major, would
lean on the railing and study "The
Pieta" long after the tour groups had
come and gone.
People were a Iways curious at IL
Gruppo's interest. The curator at San
Luigi dei Francesi would not let part
of the group into a side chapel to
photograph the baroque artist
Caravaggio's three paintings on St.
Matthew. "But we kept buying all
these books and talking about the
paintings ," Dr. Lawrence said. "and
he said to LaLonnie Lehman, MFA
candidate, 'Studenti7' And she said,
'Si .' He pointed to me and said,
'Profesore 7 ' And she said, 'Si.' So I
went over and told him we'd come a
long way to study the art ... And he
unlocked the gate. 'Oh, tanto grato,
tanto grato!' I said . And he smiled
and said , 'Prego (You're welcome) .'
He enjoyed doing the favor as much
as we did."
For Nancy Weatherly, a MLA
candidate, the papal audience was
the high point of the trip . Thousands
of people fill the Audience Hall every
Wednesday, but IL Gruppo was one
of the few groups to be introduced in
the audience-compliments of Sister

Mary Michele, who had phoned the
Pope 's secretary to confirm the
special invitation. The procedure of
the audience was explained in
English , Spanish, German and
French. Then the Pope came down
borne on a golden chair (so he could
be seen , it was explained), waving
and smiling , and the crowd cheered.
After the papal audience , and on
other occasions, Dr . Lawrence held a
seminar. The members of the class
each brought their own perspective
into each issue raised. Did church
history have any parallels in changing
art style 7 How has the concept of God
changed through the centuries; how
is it being expressed now 7 Questions
like these were discussed in seminar ,
and were often the basis for projects
the "credit people" completed on
their return home.
The return home arrived 28 days
after landing in Amsterdam, after six
days in Florence and 12 days in Rome.
IL Gruppo boarded the bus to go to
the Leonardo da Vinci Airport; they
watched Dr . Edens, map in hand,
walk down the road to visit one more
Roman church before his trip to
Sicily.
When everyone had returned to
the United States the IL Gruppo
Reunion was held Sept. 14. They
viewed slides, and reminisced about
the trip .
"It far exceeded my expectations,"
Roger Wedell, a recent graduate from
Brite Divinity School said. I expected
to learn a lot, but I came back
knowing far more than I ever expected to know. I wished we had
more time for classes before (the
trip). I'm convinced that touring one
country at a time is the only way to do
it ."
"It was priceless," Bill Jacobs, an
undergraduate religion major said.
"It was just without equal. We gained
immensely from it."
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Room 417 of Winton-Scott Hal l is
no ordinary physical science lab . The
charts and element tables have been
replaced by old egg cartons. Test
tubes and Bunsen burners have been
replaced by television cameras ,
sound equipment and bright lights .
This unique room is the home of
the new Exxon Color Studio, a facility
which will produce self-paced videocassette learning packages for
courses in biology and physics.
The program is a combined effort
by the University and the Exxon
Foundation to update self-paced
instruction
through
recently
developed technological advances.
Exxon has donated a $100,000, twoyear grant to the University for the
advancement of such a program. The
University bears the overhead and
production costs and employs nearly
all the personnel who operate the
studio.
"The purpose for the development
and implementation of the Exxon
Color Studio is to give the students
the benefit of modern technology in
their applied fields of study," said Dr.
Richard J. Lysiak, Physics Department chairman and program codirector.
"The last major technological
advance which academia took advantage of was the printing press,"
he said . Dr. Lysiak said education has
become too much of a textbookoriented process. "Things which
really stick with people are visual
images, things which they can see
actually do exist. We feel our new
self-paced process can help convey
images and instruction which will
stick with the student," he said.
Most students don't have the time
or the opportunity to see a plant
develop from seed to flower or the
development of an animal from the
time of its birth, said Dr. Lysiak.
Through the use of the Exxon Studio
and time lapse photography a
student can watch in several minutes
what might have taken years or
decades to actually occur.
The system was developed as a
self-paced method whereby students
could view the lectures on tape at

their own rate in a particular course.
By viewing the lectures on tape individually, students would be able to
utilize actual class meetings as
question and answer periods or for
discussions . The class sessions, per
se, would be very loosely structured
to accomodate active participation
and involvement by the students.
The video-casette concept would
also be a time saving device for the
students, said Dr. Lysiak . The
condensed and concentrated lectures would make it possible for an
average student to complete a course

of study in one-third the actual time.
The lesson plans for the taped
sessions would be more complete
and concise because of script
revisions and rewrites, claimed Dr.
Lysiak. "The final product would be a
lesson as accurate and free of extraneous matter as we could possibly
make it," he said.
One of the major weaknesses of
many other self-paced
video
programs has been the inability of
students using these methods to
proceed at their own rate. The course
developed for the Exxon Studio,
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however, will contain more instructional lessons than a student
will be expected to complete .
The Exxon Studio and its instructional processes are based on
the concept that written or spoken
language without visual reinforcement is only an abstract
representation of the rea I world, said
Dr. Lysiak . Most experimental
techniques or lab demonstrations
must be seen to be fully understood
and appreciated, he added. The
combination of written instructions
with video-casette demonstrations
allows students to augment their selfpaced instruction with the aid of
close-up, real time, slow motion and
time-lapse photography. In addition ,
any portion of the instruction can be
backed up or repeated for an "instant
replay."
The video tape delivery incorporates all of these features and
has several additional advantages .
The tapes can be easily and inexpensively edited and duplicated. This
would facilitate periodic revisions
and updates of the subject matter .
The video-cassette is a compact selfconta in ed storage unit easily
retrieved by the student as needed.
By this method, cumbersome
projectors, tape decks and other
audio-visual equipment are reduced
to only a tape player and video
monitor.
The Exxon Studio project will have
a continuing impact upon local and
national science education, claimed
the original Educational Research
and Development Program proposal.

The concepts of production and
delive ry are not limited to the field of
science , said the report, as most are
applicable to other areas of academic
endeavor.
The actual concept for a videocassette process at tne University
began several years ago with experimentation in different concepts
of presentation by Dr. Lysiak and Dr.
R. C. Norris, campus director of
TAGER-TV programs. " We started
kicking the idea of video-cassettes
around about five years ago, " said
Dr. Norris.
It was not until the discovery of
color cassettes that the program
actually began to take shape, said Dr .
Lysiak . A proposal was drafted in
1973 to begin actual work on the
project.
The studio equipment began to
arrive last April and the actual taping
began this past summer, said Dr.
Norris. The self-paced instruction
was to be made available to students
on a substantial basis beginning this
semester. However, equipment
changes and minor alterations have
put the program temporarily behind
schedule.
Initially, the program will be used
to facilitate programs within the
University. But, Dr . Norris said it is
feasible that the service may be made
available to other institutions in time.
Before long, students will be offered a change from straight lectures
to a visual learning element never
available to them except through
imagination or printed photography.

The Exxon Studio project will have
a continuing impact upon local and
national science education . ..
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Merry
Men

Aid
Shof
By Phil Johnson
Jim Shofner and Jerry Ford have
lot in common , respons ibilil
wise: each has to pick up the piea
of a crumbled regime and make the
fit again , or else the bottom may dR
out of the whole mess .
The fact that one coaches m
embattled football team and tt
other presides over the country fro
the Oval Office doesn 't spoil t
analogy- they both had their wo
cut out for them before they arrivi
in their positions.
A pruning process ensued in F-0
Worth as in Washington when It
new chief stepped in . Old aides w1
didn't fit into plans for a new progro
were released, while a handful wi
retained. Most importantly, ~
people with fresh ideas were broui
In .

Shofner's draftees form
peculiarly diverse group that shar
an intense devotion to the goalsa
ideals of its boss . To a man, the f~
assistants indicate that the ~
reason they' re all together on o
grid staff is Shofner himself.
That's as good an explanation
can be found for the wide range
personages among Shof's merry llil
One was a high school teammatf
Shofner. Another coached botn
them in high school.
Six members of the Frog s
including the head man , have pla1

Frog head coach Jim Shofner explains a play card to some of his players.
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Several things about TCU are
puzzl ing and peculiar. Why is it a few
student s are usua lly at odds with
school policy for the greater pa rt of
thei r stay, ma nage to tu rn int o loya l
alumni upon graduation? Why is it
that the admi nistrat ion seems to be
so slow to ch ange? And best of all ,
why does it seem the admin istration
is so consistantly w rong in their
policies concerning students?
Exam ining the first question, why
do extremely dissatisfied students
start supporting the team, wearing
purple and sending contri butions to
the school because they have
graduated? It is amazing how fast a
militant thinker at TCU becomes a
"certified alumnus" after receiving a
diploma . Refraining from sounding
like a hashed over Sunday morning,
the culprit is pride .
When a student graduates,
visitation rules, chapter room rent,
food poisoning, second place football
teams, parking regulations, room
contracts , RA 's, prohibition, censorship , the almost Bill of Rights,
meal books, noisy dorms , loud
roommates and degree plans, are all
gone. What is left is the pride of
having lived through a difficult time.
The degree in your hand says that
you have made it through. Your
selective memory starts to work and
you remember only the good things
that happened in your TCU experience.
The second peculiarity is how the
administration's student policies
seem so wrong. Aside from the fact
that the poll taken by the administration revealed that faculty,
students, parents, and trustees
disagreed on almost everything, the
policies which are in force are not the
ones the students wanted but are
those wanted by trustees and
parents . The real problem is the

polarization of views . Sau l Alinsky
points out in Ru les for Radicals that
the Declaration of Independence is
an extremely biased document. While
it mentions all the things the British
had done to the Colonies, it leaves
out all the things the British did for
the colonies. While the administ ration does a lot of things to
the students in the way of unwanted
rules and regulation, it does a lot for
the students through education and
services .
In the examination of any unwanted policy , the focal point is the
unwanted policy . An issue on which
the adm inistration and students
agree is rarely discussed . People will
usua lly look at the things that are
wrong and not right , in this type of
atmosphere . The administration will
always look like they have rocks in
their heads.
Third and last, why doesn't TCU
seem to change? The question is not
how much in reality the school
changes, but by whose perception
change is measured. An administrator thinks in 10 year terms. If
asked about a co-ed dorm an administrator recalls, "We have really
made progress . Not to long ago we
didn 't have open house for visitation!
Now we have a co-educational dorm,
quite a few hours of visitation,
changes of rules, and possibly more
changes in the future."
If one is a student, changes must
occur in four year terms . Students
feel if they don't get things changed
NOW, they won't have any time to
enjoy the changes.
This vast difference in time perception keep students feeling that
TCU is not changing at all, while the
administration thinks they are being
very reasonable and students are
rushing things .
It is no wonder there is friction.
-RICH DOTY

Frog s\
1ave pl01
~don Pag,
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The Yale Review
Looks a t TCU
The following article is reprinted
from the Fifth Edition of the Insiders'
Guide to the Colleges by permission
of the Yale Daily News Class of 1974
Partnership. Image has reprinted the
article to give the University community an idea of how others see us.
(Editors' note:) Some facts in the
article are obviously outdated. For
instance, graduation requirements
have relaxed greatly. Visitation, too,
has changed some, and it has been
quite a while since any faculty
members left the Journalism
Department for better job offers . For
a commentary on the article, see the
opposite page .

Texas Christian University suffers
from two principal handicaps, and
both are implied in its name. To begin
with, TCU is located in Texas, one of
the more conservative and antiintellectual places in this great nation
of ours. Moreover, it is heavily influenced by Fort Worth, which has a
reputation as middle-middle-class
much less sophisticated and affluent
and culturally inclined than its neighbor, Dallas (and we all know about
Dallas). As if location were not
enough, however, TCU is Christian
and people don't come any mor~
Christian than they do in Texas.
Moral absolutism, evangelical fervor,
and the thoroughgoing embodiment
of the Protestant work ethic prevail.
As a result, TCU is- how's this for
an anticlimax 7 - an extremely conservative school. Specifically, it is one
of those rare places where not only
administration and faculty but even
most of the students support Richard
Nixon. Religion and restrictions are
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the standard answers at TCU to
almost any problem (all of the
chancellors have been ordained
ministers), and the intransigence of
the administration is so well known
that most students who could change
things have given up trying.
There are some good reasons to go
to TCU. For one thing, the school has
a good athletic reputation , and the
trustees have just built a new
memorial tennis center and varsity
dressing rooms. Academically, if
you 're interested , TCU is strong in
the basics , particularly English and
math . The journalism department is
small but highly regarded , and its
rapid turnover is the result of a
succession of better job offers to
nearly everyone in the department.
And the ballet department is tops.
There are also a few good professors
in other departments, but it takes a
while to find them. The studentfaculty ratio is good by Texas standards-19 to 1- but appallingly-high
in comparison to many other schools ,
and still no one raises much of a
ruckus . Moreover, few people
complain, at least publicly, about the
required two semesters of religion, or
about the fact that about one-half of
all courses for the degree are
required.
Fraternities retain traditional
strength, although independent
housing is on the upswing. One girl's
dorm is practicing a self-curfew in
which women may check themsei'ves
out and back in, with no rules other
than th~t they record their comings
and goings. One men's dorm has
open visitation rules. But things are
still rigid overall on social intercourse, and may be for a while .
Major leisure activities continue to
include "raising hell," building floats
and riding oil jacks. Sports are als~
popular. Culture is not. The en~ertainment committee does a sloppy
Job of publicity and no one comes but
in all likelihood no one would co~e to
concerts anyway.

Comm entary
Image reluctantly admits that the
author of the Insiders' Guide to the
Colleges article describing TCU
knows the University better than
most of our administrators and
students .
There is nothing basically wrong
with being Texas, super Christian,
conservative and lacking in culture .
The world needs all kinds , and even
the wildest liberal will probably admit
life would be boring without a few
conservatives .
It would be healthy, though, for all
to recognize the conditions that exist.
Pretending to be progressive serves
no purpose when, in fact, the
University is behind the times in
most aspects of student life. It has
the right to stay that way , but it
should admit it.
At the State of the University
address , one trustee said, "If
students don 't like it (the conservative way the University is run),

they can go somewhere else."
We would like to see more
willingness to change, but if the
University is not to move forward, it
would do well to adopt this trustee's
frank and realistic outlook. If
students forfeit their rights when
they come here, it is only decent to
tell them . Most don't seem to care .
Many colleges across the country
are conservative and slow to change
and some prosper despite it, or
because of it. If TCU is not going to
move forward and enter the 70's , we
think it would be a step forward to
admit the University is not there, and
that segments don't want to get
there.
"Moral absolutism, ev,angelical
fervor, raising hell, building floats
and riding oil jacks" don't fit our idea
of an educational environment. But if
you like riding oil jacks, don't be
ashamed to admit it.
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Committee Tackles Equality Problem
Committees seem to be a way of
life in America, and most of us know
they can never do anything without
deliberating for several months,
appointing several subcommittees,
investigating a few more months,
tabling the basic idea two or three
times and eventually arriving at an
outdated proposal.
This summer, the Intercollegiate
Athletics Committee broke the
stereotype about committees and
swiftly took decisive action toward
sexual equality in athletics.
The committee didn't even consider the issue seriously until April,
when chairman Ronald Flowers
appointed an ad hoc subcommittee to
study the situation in women's intercollegiate athletics. The committee
held three fact-finding sessions early
in the summer, attempting only to
gain an understanding of the problem
before it proposed any changes.
Dr. Flowers then appointed
another subcommittee to draft a
budget for women's intercollegiate
athletics. The subcommittee studies
the problem and listened to
recommendations and came up with
a realistic proposal to fund more
money that the University has
probably ever spent on women's
intercollegiate sports.
By the end of the summer, the
committee had completed its
recommendations and sent them to
the Chancellor, who approved them
with only some minor administrative
changes. The members of the committee had efficiently handled a
complex and pressing problem.
They had had little time to study
the situation; the fed era I government was prressuring colleges across
the nation \to take action toward
giving women equal opportunities.
The committee looked beyond the
complexities of the situation and saw
what needed to be done. The
members decided they must build on
existing programs, rather than
initiate anything new.
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Money was essential if programs
were to be upgraded, so the committee took the initiative of drafting a
specific budget.
When the Chancellor received the
proposal, it was practically ready for
implementation. Janet Murphy, who
was a member of the committee and
has coached several women's sports,
has assisted Athletic Director Abe
Martin in administrating the
program, which is already well underway.
The committee did everyth ing it
possibly could. Without getting
sidetracked with irrelevant details, it
drafted a proposal that was

simultaneously
realistic
ana
revolutionary. It acted swiftly ana
prepared its plan for immediati
implementation.
When school ended last spring, no
one knew how much women'i
athletics would change. Almost all
that was known was that thi
Department of Health, Education ana
Welfare was not satisfied with thi
situation and could demand semi
changes.
Now women's athletics is bigger
than ever and almost everyone involved is optimistic. The program
appears ready to grow quickly now
that the initiative has been taken.
-Steve Butt~

The Hidden Threat of Title IX
Advocates of women's rights are
looking to Title IX as the legislative
solution to change society's sexist
attitudes.
However, if Title IX becomes law
without the benefits of amendments,
the anti-discrimination document
could destroy many women's
organizations that were originally
established to fight discrimination,
particularly in academia.
The unamended Title IX guidelines
state; "No person in the United
States shall be denied the benefits of,
or be subjected to discrimination
under any educational program or
activity." Failure to comply with the
Title IX document could result in a
loss of federal funds for an educational institution.
Many campus organizations with
counterpart groups such as fraternities and sororities will be forced to
integrate under the proposed Title IX
guidelines.
Academic honor societies, such as
Mortar Board and Alpha Lambda
Delta, whose purpose is to encourage
leadership and scholarship among
women will no longer be allowed to
function in the campus realm.

The educational opportunitie1
derived through the Associatioi
of Women's Awareness will oi
thwarted, as will all-women servia
organizations like Gamma Sigm1
Sigma.
Under the present guidelines the11
"one-sex" organizations have 1½1
choices; integrate their membershi1
or move their organization ol'
campus-and the integration t
counterpart organizations appeai
futile.
If the purpose of Title IX is It
provide equal opportunity, fore[
integration or the removal of r
organization from campus seem!
unreasonable. Title IX may also be i:
direct violation with the Firi'.
Amendment of the Constitution-ti,
right to free association.
It is ridiculous to integral!
organizations that already ofli'
comparable activity and opportunil1
just to alleviate sexist titles. The rei
problem
exists
in
societ1
predispositions,
and
all 111
legislation ever enacted hasn't, a~
will not be able to change tho!
predispositions.
-Mary Dudli,
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professional football . One of them
spent part of his caree r in t he
Canadian league . Another pitched in
the White Sox organi zation for
several years. One recently was
released from his head college
coaching job.
Still another would likely have
remained in a San Francisco 49er
uniform were it not for Shofner's
magnetism. He returned to his native
Texas to be an assistant to the man
who'd been one of his Prospector
Ju nior Wren instructs a defensive
coaches .
was
soon
drafted
by three
Another of Shof's staff members
organizations: the
Cleveland
was once a school teacher in the
Browns, the Chicago White Sox and
Pacific Northwest. And one never
U. S. Air Force. The Sox inked him
played a down of football in senior
first , but a previous ROTC com college, but was a basketball starter .
mitment put him in Germany .
Junior Wren , who coaches the Frog
There , Wren assumed the exdefensive backfield , played collegiate
ball at Missouri and was Shofner's t racurr icular duties of an Air Force
and
coaching
teammate with the Cleveland officer - playing
baseball and football. He credits his
Browns. Bob Loose , the offensive line
immediate commander with saving
coach , came from Brigham Young
him from a court martial . It wasn 't
and was nominally employed by
Stanford when Shofner found him . that he failed to perform his duties
properly; after all , he was athletic
Don Lawrence , defensive coordinator
officer. He just did things a little
from Notre Dame , was seeking
differently- like slinking off to Africa
employment following his release
from Virginia.
for spring training.
Returning to a more conventional
The cigar-chomping, swift-talking
training site with the Sox in 1955 ,
Wren actually played and helped
Wren found himself fighting for a spot
coach semi-pro football at the tender
age of 17 before he ever set foot on
in
the outfield instead of his
customary role as a hurler , but a
~.he Missouri campus at Columbia .
shoulder injury put him in the minors
They didn 't recruit in those days like
th ey do now ," he explains. "So I laid
once again.
In an attempt to regain some of his
out a year before going to college. I
old form , Wren headed for the
was so young; I didn't know anything
about coaching ."
Dominican Republic after the season
to play winter ball . He was part of the
When he finally did join the Tigers ,
first contingent of white players to try
Wren became an All-American in not
tropical off-season baseball.
one but two sports-baseball and
footba ll. He graduated in 1952 and
" You couldn't eat their food

back in t he fine r points of the game.

because of dysentery ," Wren recalls .
" There were four of us , and we only
lasted three weeks down there . All I
did was smoke their good cigars and
drink beer ."
The interlude in the tropics apparently didn 't help Wren 's major
league aspirations either , because
when he returned to camp in 1956 the
Chicago management decided to
send him further down in the minors .
It didn't matter to Wren that the
move was necessitated by a lack of
control by the Sox over some of their
farm affiliates ; he'd had enough
baseball for a career.
" That's when I went to the
Browns ," Wren says . " I hadn 't played
football in five years but I was in good
shape from playing baseball . They
only had a turnover of about three
rookies per team in pro football back
then , but I wanted to go with them.
The Browns had the rights on me and
they were the defending champs .
" And I made it. I only got into a
championship game with 'em once ,
though - and Detroit beat the hell out
of us ."
Wren was traded by Cleveland to
the Pittsburgh Steelers after the 1959
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master's degree from Washington
State . But befor e he received hii
degree, he played football at Brigham
Young in Salt Lake City, and hai
since coached many different tearn1
on many levels .
Coming out of northern California
Loose played football for a year al
San Mateo Junior College befori
transferring to BYU . There his lilt
was altered , as he became a Mormor
and met his wife , Felicia .
" I was pretty naive to the ways 0
the world, I guess , and the standaro1
of the school appealed to me," Loosi
says. " That was probably the bigge11 a
drawing factor for me .
I
" I played gua rd and linebacker.
JI
was midget by today's stan
dards . There's no way I could pla1
a
those positions today , rea listical\
I
I(
speaking."
Loose went on to coach at su1
n
exotic places as Jackson and Galt ir
northern California and at Sar
C
Joaquin Delta College in Stockton tr
California, before moving on to Sa,
VI
Jose State for a two-year stint a!
offensive line coach . His employmen rT
V
there ended abruptly in 1973.
y,
" I got fired from my first job then,'
R
Loo.se says. " We had our two b~
back-to-back seasons ever. We wen n
V,
fired for doing a good job."
As it turns out, the situation wa fi
w
one in which the coaching staff saii
" support us better financially (
Ci
else," and the San Jose ai
ministration chose the " else"optior JU
ti:
Loose proceeded to hook up wil
SC
Stanford as an assistant for scoutim
and it was in that capacity ti,
Shofner discovered
him la! hi
December.
Bob Loose talks with some of his offensive linemen.
Now Loose directs TCU 's offensi1
became TCU's head man , Wren was
line, and a more unenviable posi!K
season in exchange for a young,
head coach at a parochial high school would be hard to locate this side!
obscure quarterback by the name of
in Fort Lauderdale, Florida .
Evel Knievel's sidecar. But L(l(I
Lenny Dawson-later to achieve star
In
sharp
contrast
to
the doesn 't necessarily see it that wa, u~
status with the Kansas City Chiefs.
" I' m an optimist," he explains. "I'• ar
flashy ,boisterous Lowe Wren Jr., is
Wren, meanwhile, played two more
astute, bespectacled Warren Arthur not the type person that'll look ov, ta
years with the Steelers, then " made
on the other side of the fence ar ga
Robert Loose Jr., who in his disguise
the wrong choice and gave up football
say, 'the grass is greener over theri
I
as Bob Loose, football coach, tutors
for a restaurant ."
I'd rather have that. ' I try to dorr Pl,
He got into coaching shortly the Purples' offensive line.
best with what I've got. "
Ca
Loose looks more like a professor
thereafter, handling both high school
" To do that, I have to try to resto' an,
who writes formulas on blackboards
and college jobs- including one at
than a coach who sketches X's and the players' incentive . I try to teai 0 nl
Florida State in 1968 as an assistant
them to do what'II make it easier !! rna
to Bill Peterson . When Shofner O's, and he does, indeed , have a
1
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them. The best people available are
the ones we 've got, so the re's no use
comp laining."
Loose was introduced to TCU's
head coach by Stanford football
coach Jack Christiansen soon after
Shofner was named the new Frog
mentor. " I already had a guy, Howard
Mudd, in mind for the offensive line
job ," Shofner explains. "Jack called
and said he had a guy who'd coached
at San Jose but was helping him at
Stanford.
"He told me the guy was my type of
man. I was expecting some graduate
assistant , some kid 24 or 25 yea rs old.
I couldn't figure out why the guy was
just part-time.
"Then I got to interviewing Loose
and I was very impressed. I told Bob
I'd already committed myself, but
immediately I knew Loose was the
man if the other didn't work out."
Now Mudd is with the San Diego
Chargers-and Loose has the Frog
trenchmen to himself .
Don Lawrence, Notre Dame-ex
with coaching experience at his alma
mater, Kansas State, Cincinnati and
Virginia as well as three-and-a -half
years in the line with the Washington
Redskins, came by his job as Shofner's defensive coordinator in a
vast ly different manner. Having been
fired as Cavalier mentor, Lawrence
was looking for work.
"In a period of being down, he just
called me," Shofner recalls. "He'd
just been let out and he wanted to
talk to somebody about a job
som~where."
"I wanted Lawrence. I went after
him."

during my freshman year," he
recounts . "I like to say it was on a
tackle eligible play, but actually they
had me at tight end. I caught an extra
point pass."
That was the last time Lawrence
would reach paydirt , and for good
reason-he was to play offensive or
defensive tackle the rest of his
career . After his high school team
went undefeated and scored 410
points to opponents' 26 his senior
year, he packed off for South Bend,
Indiana and Notre Dame, where he
became an All-American .
Lawrence spent most of 19591962, toiling for the Washington
Redskins, but a knee injury ended

his playing career . He proceeded totake various college coaching posts ,
finding his greatest success as
defensive coordinator of the Virginia
Cavaliers.
During
Lawrence's
tutelage of the Cav defense, Virginia
never finished lower than second on
the Atlantic Coast Conference total
defense chart .
"I think we did a lot of things that
were new," Lawrence says. "Our
defense was very simple in construction but complex in design.
Other than that, we had lots of enthusiasm and just gettin' after it."
Kicked upstairs to head coach for
the last three years, Lawrence was a
victim of tough ACC competition and

It turned out to be a fortunate find
for Shofner, as he had expressed a
desire to bring in a man who had
been a head coach to coordinate his
defense, ostensibly because Shof was
used to coaching the offense himself
and wanted somebody who could
take charge of the other end of the
game .

s sider
it LOC!
hat w,.
1ins. "l'r
ook OVI
~nee ar
·er theri
La_wrence launched his prep
to do F playing career at Cleveland's
Ca th edral Latin High with a first-.
:o resto· and last. "I always tell people that the
to te~ only point I ever scored, in scrim ~asier tr mages and everything else, was

Defensive coordinator Don Lawrence tells players what they did wrong.
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dangerously liberal notion has been
traced to the " Real Bill .") In addition
the TCU Bill allows freedom of
classroom expression (Sec. 11) and
campus expression (Sec. V), which
covers entertainment , student
media, governance, and the right to
organize groups "for a lawful purpose."
A second general principle is the
guarantee of a right to privacy. So a
student 's officia l records (Sec. IV) ,
room and property (Sec . V) are
protected against exploitation by
overzealous officia ls.
Th e third general principle , and
one which has caused some slight
discussion hereabouts ,1 is the idea
that the Bill offers the same rights to
all students alike. (Sec II , VII).
Fem a les , males , white people ,
minority g roup members , atheists ,
Republicans, dru g addicts, 4.0
people- all fa ll under the term
"student " if they enroll here. All are
to be treated alike.
These three basics: the r ight to
expression , to privacy and to equal
treatment form the core of t he Bil l.

The more things change, the more
they change.
" So far ," my friend said , " You've
talked a lot of princip les What do you
do wh en yours are different from
theirs 7 " And as with th e nation, the
qu estion near ly asks itself: Are we a
community of tit les or a commun ity of
princ iples 7
1 Steve Miller's Homecoming Honoree candidacy, NAACP suit.
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a
To find out, we can first go back to
p,
recent history . Afte r the Bill wa1
p
approved, the following occurred:
Cf
1) Room search , Brachman Hall
o1
April , 1973. Security officers ente;
It
room , t ake plants growin g on window
st
sill. No warrant presented , no receipl
b,
taken for the taken goods . Anal ysisol
ar
plants yields verdict: marigold1
of
Search violates Sec. V .
2) Censorship , Daily Skiff, Mard,
t~
1974. Adviser deletes word "hell"
w
from headline " Exorcist scares the
Sf
hell out of you." Violates Sec. V.
ac
3) Censorship, Daily Skiff, April,
te
1974. Adviser deletes word " s_ '
za
(expletive deleted due to censorship)
from editorial quoting poet B. f.
Ri
Maiz . Violates Sec. V
m
4) Room search , Fraternity House,
YE
May , 1974. Student 's room enteredin
as
his absence, water pipe taken . No
St
receipt , warrant , approval by Dean ol
Students presented. Dean recom
as
mends student not be allowed to r~
PE
enroll for a year No marijuana founo
Violates Sec. V .
ch
Although some part s have been, DE
upheld , these unsettl ing incidenll
PL
remain .
PL
Now for some more-recent histo~ m,
The University Bi l l of Right1 co
Committee , where the document now ali
re sides under revision , has as ill tic
current goal the addin g of Universify
Th
Committee policies to f urther restrid
CUI
the rig hts outlined a bove . For
examp le , the Student Publicatiom
Committee po licy would be added a! sw

ack lo
I wa1
red
Hall,
enter
1indow
·eceipl
lysis ol
igold1
1

V1arcn,
"hell"
es tne

:. V.
April,

's_ ,.
orship)

B. f.
House,
ered in
en. No
)ean m
recom
j to re

touno

e been
ciden\1

a restriction to Sec. V .C . So if the
policy allowed the committee to
prevent the editor from printing
certain material , that would be the
official right for that particular year.
It would also contradict : "The
student communications media shall
be free from censorship, coercion,
and advance administrative approval
of copy."
This may not happen. The point is
that as committee policy changes, so
will the rights, which is, as David
Steinberg put it, nonsense. Other
added policies will affect entertainment, speaker and organizations committees .
So, if all goes according to the
Rights Committee's plan, committees
might dictate "rights" on a year-toyear basis in much the same manner
as now being attempted by Dean of
Students.
"What's wrong with committees?"
asked my friend, "I thought faculty
people were all right."
And so they are . But when the
chairman of
the
Journalism
Department and the Director of
Public Relations are on the
Publications Committee a free press
may crack up on the rocks. Other
committees have members who may
also be inclined to favor their particular segment of TCU.

history.
Righl1
~nt no1
as ill
iversin
get
"curiouser
and
restrid Things
curiouser."
e. For
The preceding section has anicatiom
swered
the main question. With
:Jded a!

violations occurring and such an
ephemeral, day-to-day concept of
what rights are, an arbitrary and not
very pretty element enters the
picture : illegitimacy.
Definition of rights by restriction is
not wrong per se . It is wrong when it
is arbitrary (our past history) and
unrepresentative of the University as
a community (more-recent history) . It
is wrong because the community has
had no chance to lend legitimacy to
the particular restriction, to approve
the definition in context.
Someone else has. Some administrator or stacked committee.
We become a community of titles
rather than a community of principles. Some people rise above the
Bill by virtue of their ability to arbitrarily change it.
That seems to be our situation
now.
Unless a representative judicial
system is adopted to define rights on
a "case-by-case" basis, the principles
in the Bill will slowly strangle, condemned to policy statement status .
And until the communityadministrators,
faculty,
and
students-agree
to
a
fair
representation, until the Bill is
simplified and generalized to principles which later can be equitably
defined, it will remain a melange of
principle, process, and policy, difficult to understand and impossible
to interpret.
The work that began during the

Moratorium, the years of ac cumulated effort, the rough time that
Thompson, Usnick, Lowe and
Stotesbery encountered-all of it may
be par for a Bill so unfairly choked off
that it represents not rights but
titles-titles and positions.
My friend asks now what will
happen to student rights at TCU.
Like smoke rings in a draft, they are
losing their shape and form with
time .
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